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INTRODUCTION

STATE:MENT OF PURPOSE AND :lvTETHODS

It is the purpose of this paper to examine in some detail the
imagery in the poems of Edward Taylor, to discover those patterns of
thought which maybe revealed by such examination, and to come to some
conclusions concerning Taylor's successor failure in the handling of
metaphysical

figur~s.

The imagery of the Sacramental Meditations is

discussed at greater length than that of God's Determinations for three
reasons:

the Meditations form the largest part of Taylor's wo~k; they

are all metaphysical in style (something not true of the long poem),
and it is above all this characteristic of Taylor's which rouses our
interest in him; and they are poems firmly in the tradition of
seventeenth-century English devotional verse, so that .in coming to any
conclusions ahout them there is a solid basis for comparison.
In the analysis of the Meditations categorization was established
according to subject and to the importance of the image in the poem
where it appears:

that is, the reference may be the .central or core-

image of the poem; it maybe a significant qutsecondary figure,
elaborated through

a

stanza or for several lines; and it may be oIlly

a prie.f,passihg figure, serving to throw added meaning upon an idea
~lready

introduced.

The lists resulting from this summary are included

W:iJth the addition of certain different kinds of images,
the materials enumerated here occur almost predictably in God's

, 2
Determinations.

For brevity of reference "Meditation One, First

Series" has been converted into "I 1, II "Meditation Seventy-Six,
Second Series ll into "11 76,'1.1 and so on.
Printings of Taylor's verse beyond that included in The
l
Poetical Works have appeared in The New England Quarterly and The
Yale University Library Gazette;

2

the only comple te collection is

contained in an unpublished doctora~ dis s ertation. 3

Since, therefore,

only a portion of the work is here under consideration, it is appropriate to quote Thomas f:I. Johnson on the subject of the unpublished
poems:
All who have examined the material remaining in manuscript,
cm,efly the rest of the IISacramentalMeditations,)\1 are agreed
tha.t little of it would advance either the cause of letters or
Ta;}rlor1s reputation as a craftsman. or seer ••• The Meditations,
written over a space of some forty years to satisfy private
ends, when read extensively, one after another, appear ffxceedingly repetitious, in form, in imagery, and in thought.

IThomas H. Johnson (ed.), The Poetical Works of Edward Taylor,
(New: Yprk: Rockland Editions, 1939).
-2
'
ThomasH. Johnson, "S ome Edward Taylor Gleanings,1I The. New
England Quarterly, XVI (1943), 280-296. Barbara Damon Simison (ed.),
JIUnpubJ;ishedPoems of Edward Taylor, II 'l'he Yale University Library
Gazette, XXVIII, No.3 (January, 1954);9"2-102; XXVIII, No.,4
XXIX, No. 1 (July, 1954),' 25-34; XXIX, No. 2-

~~~~£~~~9f~g4)~6~~=~g:

3'
Donald E. Stanford, "An Edition of the Complete Poetical Works.
of Edward .Taylor" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Stanford University,
1953) •
':';'4' .

.

Thomas H. Johnson, "Some Edward Taylor Gleanings," The New
England Quarlerly, XVI (1943), 280.

CHAPTER I
TAYLOR'S RELATIONSHIP TO COLONIAL NEv1[ ENGLAND
AND ITS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE

The discovery of the manuscripts of Edward Taylor by
ThomasH. Johnson in 1937 completely upset the established
perspective on Puritan literature: here was a hitherto
unknown poet of great distinction (who by now has taken
' an assured place in criticism), who in secret, over a
long period of years, wrote in the most exquisite, the
most subtle, of metaphysical veins. The mystery of this
solitary labor in th~ wilderness is yet unsolved. l
With these words Perry Miller, opens his brief introduction-to
those poems of Taylor's which he has included in The American Puritans:
Their Prose and Poetry, published in 1956.

Much that one says of

Taylor's position in relation to his own culture may be subject to
later and drastic revision, since we know so little about his life and
since it is possible .that other unknown colonial poetry of value may
yet be uncovered.

As of this writing, however, it seems safe to state

that,Professor Miller is guilty in this paragraph of one cardinal error:
nobody's perspective on Puritan literature should be upset by the
reading, of Taylor's verse.

The note of pleased surprise and academic

puzzlement which is present in almost all critical comment on Taylor-~
and which is impli~d in Millerls words--should be retained, and no
eff6:tt sholild be expended in squeezing Taylor into the usual Puritan
framework.

He is a literary sport and as little in the mainstream

IperrYMiller,The Arner-ican Puritans: Their Prose and Poetry:,
(New Yor~:' DOUbleday Anchor Books, 1956), p. 301.

4
of colonial literature as a poet who delighted in the style' of
Swinburne would be in that of the twentieth century.
That Professor Miller is really aware of this is suggested by
his later remark that Taylor's

II • • •

thinking upon the covenant is in a

mode, stylistically speaking, which cannot be matched in the colonies.,,2
Further, Thliller has categorized Taylor with Gershom Bulkely, author of
lithe first eXplicitly anti-democratic utterance in our literature, ,,3
and with John Wise, "the first clear-cut spokesman for the farmer, the
agrarian, the 'native' American,u4 as men of talent who lived, for the
most part, "withd:tawn and private lives. IIS

The ideas of Bulkely and

Wise were at least made available to the public, but the most important
of Taylor's work was not known in his own day, and he had no successors.
He

i~

an. American poet only in the sense that he spent his adult life

on this side of the Atlantic and insofar as he was affected by certain
phases of Puritan culture peculiar to New England.
..po.ems

mig~tjust

In the main, hiS

as well have been written in his native Warwickshire

or Leicestershire as in western Massachusetts.
Al thoughTayl~r was in· a most significant sense isolated from
his own society,he was in other ways in conformance with it.

Through

his Harvard eclllc~tion,if not also from his English training, he
2

.

I1:Jid~,

p •.. 302 •

.•. . ·..Jper;ryIv,til1er,TheNew:England 'Mind ~. From. Colony to Province,
(C"jl.m,bridge: EIa;ryard. University . ,Press,19b3), -P:-153.

4

.'.

Ibid., p.. 300.

S

Ibid., p .155.

·

consciously acquired the intellectual framework which reached from
Ames to Richardson to 'Ramus and farther back to the humanists and
6
Plato.
Efforts have been made to trace Taylor1s concepts to sources
less acceptable to Puritan ideology, but there is nothing in his verse
which cannot be justified on the basis of Puritan higher learning.?
It is even reasonable to conjecture that the Ramistic use of poetry
as a means for advancing logic and truth encouraged Taylor in the
exercise of his talent. 8 When the known educational theories of the
period provide a coherent background for Taylor's ideas, to search
beyond them seems both unnecessary and misleading.

6perry Miller, The New England Wdnd: The Seventeenth Century,
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1939), Book II lrCosmology. II These
four chapters, most especially the first two, liThe Instrument of Reason"
and "Knowledge, II deal at length with the philosophical basis for Puritan
education and Puritan justification for learning. In view of the overWhelming body of evidence, it is difficult to understand how anyone
can'feel it necessary to search out added sources for Taylor's knOWledge
of the classics, his sense of order in the universe, or (see footnote 8
below) his belief in poetry as a legitimate means of religious
co:rrnnunication.
7See, for example, Nathalia Wright, ."'l'he Morality Tradition in
the Poetry of Edlvard Taylor," American Literature, ](VIII (1946), 1-17
and also Willie T. Weathers, IlEdward Taylor and the CambridgePlatonists, II
AmericanLi terature, 1.'VIII (1946), 18-26.
8RosemundTuve,Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery, (Chicago;
University of ChicagaPress, 1947), Chap. XI, IIRenaissanceLogic and
the Framing of Renaissance' Images." This chapter lays particular
emphasis on one of the main themes of the book, the interlocking of
rhE;Jto:ric,log:Lc, Ilnq poetry, all having part !lin the final aim of the
communication of truth fran; one httman .rrlind to ano·~her••• Poetry IS share
in the cOmmon aim ofestablishinganactiverelatlonbetween the whole
man and the livingt'ruthisaccepted not with rebellion but with
enthusiasm, is considered not as a restriction uponpoetry but as an
enhancement of·its
It
p 283.
.

, 6
As Taylor's theological orthodoxy has been seriously questi9ned,
so also his poetic method and its antecedents have been the cause of
much scholarly debate.

Professor Murdock, for example, has laid such

emphasis on Taylor's use of sensuous and pictorial imagery that he
finds the poet in rebellion against Puritan doctrines concerning
literary style and the Communion service. 9 He then turns around and
states that some of Taylor's poetio virtues
••• come •••from his skillful and imaginative use of
characteristically'Puritan methods. By making the homeliest
and most familiar images symbolize the loftiest spiritual
realities; by constantly throwing his work into dramatic forms
.".by making bold and often startlingly effective juxtapositions
of. the most commonplace and the most exalted in language and
matter; and by constantly lighting up doctrine by specific
application of it to human situations, just as the preachers
were wont to do, he showed what admirable use a genuine artist
could make of the Puritan literary codeo •• 10
What Professor Murdock overlooks is that a combination of these literary
techn~ques

is exactly what we should expect to find in metaphysical

poetry, particularly when it was written by someone who was quite
certainly schooled in the orderly, pragmatically intellectual world of
Raffiist 16gic.

More oyer, Taylor was a grown man when he came to this

country, a man 'whose poetic tastes may already have been permanently
formed.

The extremely good impression vvhich he made upon the important

colonialswhoIIl ne·met after hislandihg suggests a person of mature

9KehhethB.:Mllrdock,Literature ,and 'Theology in, polomal New
Englahd (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1949)7""pp. 166-170:'lQ ", ,';

'"

','

Kenneth B.M'urdock, liThe COlonial and Revolutionary Period,"
(P~rt I of The Literature of the American People, ed. Arthur ~Hobson
Qulnn. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1951), p. 57.

.7
·
11
and attractive character.

It seems in the· highest degree improbable
.t

that such a man, wi th literary interests, would arrive at the age of
twenty-three unread in the wealth of poetry available to him in
England, much of it metaphysical.
Of the metaphysical poets whom Taylor is likely to have read,
none is closer to him in tone than

Herbe~t,

poet was so sympathetic to Puritan readers.

and no otherlnglican
Morison gives examples

of Herbert's poems in private colonial libraries

12

and points out that

Cnauncy, who was president of Harvard during Taylor's years there, had
been one of the two lecturers in Greek at Trinity when Herbert was the
13
other.
Thomas Goddard Wright quotes Puritan writers in praise of
Herbert and gives other instances of the presence of his works in New
England,

14

.

wh~ch

of

perhaps the most relevant is the ordering of

II

Two

Herbert's Poems ll from London in 1711 by Samuel Sewall, one of Taylor's
.
1$
closest friends.

, Ii

~hese included Increase Mather, John Hull (lithe mintmaster and the wealthiest New Englander of his day"), and President
Chauncy of Harvard. Thomas H. Johnson, The Poetical Works of Edward

,+aylor;:-·p'p.l1--12.

-- -

.12SamUE31.Eliot IVIorison, ThePu:t'itan Pronaos: Studies in the
Intellectual Life of New Englaiid""in the Seventeenth Century "(New York:
New York UniversitY-Press, 1936), p. 134.

13 Ib:Lcl:,p. 135.

+4

. •. ......

.•

Thomas Qoddard Wright, Literary Culture in Early New England,
i620....1 7JOi(NewHaveii: Yale University Press, 1920), pp. 57-58.
l$Ibid.:,

p. ·176.

8

other literary influences upon Taylor may become evident with
further study.16 For the present, critics who are interested in his
poetic inheritance are apt to be rather hazy when providing evidence
for their scholarly guessing.

Johhson, for example, having very

specifically demonstrated the parallels between Herbert and Taylor,
continues:
Though Herbert's example and influence seem paramount, one
is occasionally struck by similarities in Taylor's verse to the
sacred poems of Crashaw: a seraphic exaltation and prodigality
of fanciful tropes, passionate outbursts, the language of amorous
poetry adapted to religious expression, gaudy color, cloying
sweetness ••• 17
~t

least two of Johnsonts charges seem unjustified:

Taylor

is sometimes monotonous but never "cloying, II and he makes relati'vely
few references to color.' One can, moreover, be quite as listruck" by
similarities between Quarles and Taylor as by those between Crashaw
a~d

Taylor.

In addition, Herbert, who is not at all the gentle,

domesticated lyricist sometimes pictured, is much given to the tendencies
here attributed primarily to Crashaw.
In short, in the m.atter of his poetic heritage as in the question
of. his religious beliefs, Taylor is quite explicable On the basis of
,

...

.

the Elstabl::Lsl1ed ba.ckground of Puritan culture.
16 ..... 1> " •.•.. .~Cl.rnu~T Eliot MorisoD, '" The .' Puritan Pronaos,p. 146",
"As intel'~st. ipcultural. histo:nriIlcrf3ase<>~ aYld more sources are
ploughe <i. llP, eyidenqe of' .• Ylew and unsuspected books comes to light, the
New England puritans lost their presumed exclusive interest in theology,
and are,.foundtphave had the literary taste connnon to educated Englishmen ill tl1ei r day.1I
. ,
17 . '..
·....c
.
,.
, '.. "
The NewT~~::n~~Q~~~~~it, u~~i~~7);y~i[J31i. PUrl tan 'Sacred Poetl,"

CHAPTER II
THE MATERIAL OF TAYLOR'S IMAGES AND THEIR
SIGNIFICANCE IN HIS THOUGHT
Sacrameptal Meditations
Critics vary in their opinions as to whether the physical
referents employed by a poet, directly'or by suggestion, are worthy
of careful study apart from their relationship to poetic statement. 1
Certainly, however, some comment is necessary when the reader dis-

-

,

covers the same subjects introduced. repeatedly in a limited body of
verse such as Taylor's Meditations.

Taylor's references to scents,

to music, to the fields of medicine and law have been remarked by most
of the critics who have studied his work 2 and have been sometimes
cited as evidence for his lack of Puritan orthodoxy.

He is, however,

a ·much more conventional poet than has been implied hitherto, in the

~~r example, Caroline Spurgeon is a follower of the theory
that "•• •we can draw from the material of a poet's images definite
information about his personality •••we are justified••• in assuming
that a poet will, in the long run, naturally tend to draw the large
proportiorrofhis images from the objects he knows best, or thinks
most about •• oil Shake~peare's Imagery (New York: The Macmillan
CO\TI.pa ny,1935), p. 13. On .theother hand, Rosemund 'I'uvefeels that
this approach. is too ''modern H .to form a satisfactory criterion in
dealiqgwith s:ixteenth- . and seventeenth-century poetry, that it
depends to.omuch qnassociations and llsubconsciousprepossession
fOr'ce:rtaiIl co.ntents, II and.that it ignores the highly developed and
formalized theory of' .>poetics thatp:r:-evaile.d):n thispe dod.
See }tosemund,TuvEl, Ope cit., ,p. 122.
2

'Th:i.s.imagElmaterialhas. calledfor;th most 'of the astonished
,p()mmeJ:'ltionTaylor o Murdock's •.remarks have already been mentioned;
Atlstin Warren stresses the same points. Almost anyone who writes on
Taylor seems determined to start from this vantage.

10

sense that the bulk of his images rests on traditional concepts
are common to religious poetry in general.

whi~h

Wbat has impressed us as

sharply original or primitive in him is not an indication of rebellion
against contemporary literary dogma but is standard metaphysical
technique, not always carried out with sufficient skill.
In many of the articles listed in the bibliography, emphasis
has been placed on Taylor's references to homely objects and occupations, and indeed these occur in abundance and will presently require
comment.

The modern reader, however, is perhaps more distracted

~y

these references than is suitable, if he is not prepared for a
standard which permitted the admission of any subject-matter so long
as it was decorously handled. 3 And unless he is thoroughly familiar
With the Bible, he is also sometimes guilty of interpreting as contemporary reference what is actually Biblical material used figuratively.
Thus Austin "ilVarren is misled when he lists lithe traffic of sedans and
coaches ll as an example of Taylor's "•• •modernization ••• of the Infinite .114
It is true.that Taylor uses the· expressions IIWaggon Loads of Love and

3 11The poet is thus given great freedom, though sUbject always _
to the discipline of his own alert judgment. He may seize his
cofuparableterIllsfrom wherever he wishes, provided he can wittily
deteot,andmake impressive, similitudes missed by others •••What he
must not db is" to blunder into connotations which are unwanted: 'if
yeab~se :your thing or matter byignorance or errour in the chaise
of your word,' "you have not-ehe subt1eiromc" reservation of meiosis,
but the vice oftapinosis. lI See Rosemund Tuve, ~. ~it., p. 212.
4AustinWa:rren, IIEdwardTaylor," Rage for Order: Essays in
Criticism (Chicago: University of HChicago Press, "1948), p. 8.

11

Gloryll (1 38) and "Cart Loads of Lovell (I 33) as units of measure;
but many of the images which concern coaches or chariots originate
with The Song of Songs or with the fiery chariot of II Kings 2
( I 20, I 33, II 30, "Gods Selecting Love in the Decree," and the

coach references in the final lyrics of God's Determinations).

The

image of the eart.h as God's IIFootst.oole ll (II 76) might seem at. first
similar to that of the sun as a bowling-ball in "The Preface" of God's
Determinations, but it is most probably Biblical in origin (Isaiah
66:1, Acts 7:49, Matthew 5:35).
These point.s are worth stressing because Taylor's introduction
of humble and daily matters into his verse has obscured his reliance
on far more traditional poetic themes.

For example, figures which

arise from the processes of preparing, service, and consuming food or
drink are basic to at least eight of the thirty-one Meditations
(I 1, I 3, I

4,

I 8, II 00, II 62, II 82, II 110).

This preoccupation

is perfectly natural in poems which were int.ended as preparation for
theConrrnunion service, and Taylor develops the idea of the sacramentas~feast with images so varied that the repetitive motif reveals

itself only after a humber of the poems have been carefully analyzed~
There is, Illoreovet, a very special emphasis on t.he filling of containers,
often so that they overflow.

The concept of God's boundless generosity.

is expressed again a.nd again through phrases which may well derive
from Psalm ·23 ~ .
In iI 4 a.nd8 thefeasi":'irriageis of central import.ance.
the former, Christ is at the head Cl:fthetable,and the poet asks

In

.12

at once if his trencher or cup shall not
own eyes to fIO're flow with Teares. fI

"0 'reflow ll

and adjures his

In I 8 God has prepared bread:

lilts Food too fine for Angells ••• Its Heavens Sugar Cake," and Taylor's
reaction is again put forward in the same terms:
Yee Angells, help~ This fill would to the brim
Heav'ns whelm'd-down Chrystall meele Bowle, yea and higher.
In II 62, one of Taylor's most consistently developed poems, Christ is
once more presiding.

On this occasion, after being purged and healed

with the necessary theological herbs so that he may be fit to appear,
Taylor requests:
Then let thy Sweetspike sweat its liquid Dew
Into my Crystall VialL ••
My heart thy Viall with this spikenard fill •••
In II 82 the concept of eating is carried through somewhat crudely,
perhaps, for twentieth-century taste:
Lord, make my Faith thy golden Quill wherethrough
I vitallSpirits from thy blood may suck.
Make Faith my Grinders, thy Choice Flesh to chew•••
Meditation II 110 lays greater emphasis on the trappings of the feast,
the music, the scents, the flowers, the llGospell Carpet," "Spirituall
Venison,1f than on its consumption.

In a nurrber of these poems Taylor

cheers himself with the thought that he is a guest, in this one respect
superior to the angels.
It would, however, be misleading to connect his use of the
filling-of~containersfigure only 1tith those images which spring from

theCornmunion-as-feast poems; the image occurs also in poems where

e~tJ.hg ariddri111d.ng .are

riot

tl1e~~~rces· of the fundamental

conceit.

13
After a time the words vial, vessel, bottle, cup, pail, drop, stre~,
cask, glass, gush, pour, fill begin to force themselves upon the
reader's attention.

In I I Taylor opens by voicing admiration for the

Godhead which has "Marri'de our Manhood, making it its Bride."
Immediately the filling-image follows:
Oh, Matchless Love 1 Filling Heaven to the brim 1
0 1 rerunning it : all running 0 '-re beside
This World I Nay, Overflowing Hell, wherein
For thine Elect, there rose a mighty Tide I
It recurs in I 7, which makes use principally of images dralv.Q from the
distilling of drugs; in I 12, I 19 (where it is, in a manner unusual
to Taylor, employed with negative connotation:

"Alas 1 This World all

filld up to the brim/ With Sins, Deaths, Divells, Crowding men to Hell");
in I 25, ~ 28 (where it is the core-image), I 29, I 30, I 33, I 49.
The figure is not used in the poems of the Second Series which Johnson
selected for publication, but it is to be found in at l(sast one of the
Meditations (II 46) outside Johnson's edition; it seems much less 'evident
in this group of poems.
Taylor is thus much given to the use of figures which derive
naturally and conventionally from the Communion service.

He is also

very dependent upon an older image connected with divine worship, that
of brilliant light, of flame or sun or gold.
(I 3, I

4,

In nine of the Meditations

I 19, 120, I 25, II 3, II 11, II 76, II 82) these light

or fire figures are of primary importance; in at least two others they
-are

secorid~r:tiy sign:Lficant;

light,~hine,

beam,

gl~riOUs,

in numerous others occur the words

~,

hright, burnish, rays, gold ( a word which

14
appears in almost every poem) •

At .the other extreme, Taylor employ~

darkness, damps, and fogs on at least four occasions (128, II

76,

II 77, II 110), and images based on iilth three times (particularly
in II

77,

where the

dungeon~like

state of man is the core-image).

In both I 19 and II 3 references to the dung-hill are closely connected
with light images, as if Taylor's medical knowledge instinctively led
him to introduce fresh air and sunlight as antidotes for dirt and
disease.
Despite this dominant concern with brilliance, words indic~ting
color are rarely used.

There is a charming reference to "The Clove,

when in its White-green'd blossoms shoots" (II

56),

but this is rare

for Taylor, and the image is really connected with the scent of the
flClwer rather than its hue.

He uses the rose as a symbol for Christ,

either directly or through the pre-figuration of the Rose of Sharon in
The Song of Songs, but color is barely suggested:
Thy Rosie Leaves .... lteI

4).

"Sprindge, Lor?,/

The marigold in II 3 is there simply

because it is golden-yellow and so enables TaylClr to pass quickly to
the light figures which he loves.

A method of indicating intense

blackness originates in nothing more complex than the phrase "as blac~
as ink tf ; he makes use of this suggestion at least three times ( I

4,

. 133,1177). ·A few<phrasesappear,so worn that the eye glides over
themalnlClstwithout registering a sensation:

lIA.zure Cloud" (I 81)i),

"-t.hyMilkvvhite< Gracious Hand'.t.{I20), i f'Yellow streaksttof envy (I 33),
. "MY§in is Feci" {T 38) •

But though Taylor may speak of "Colours bright"

15
(II 11) and beseech his Lord to "lay thy brightsome Colours on me"
(II 7), his thought and that of his reader are focussed not on the
color itself but on the sheer brilliance which is possible to God.
For Taylor the idea of light and its splendor seems packed with the
most overwhelming emotional significance.

Christ is light, and so is

the Grace which He may confer on man; anything which partakes of this
heavenly favor--clothing, flowers, thought, music, a pen--is for Taylor
instantly touched with light.

By no means is he a mystic, perceiving

a supernatural unity in all things; rather he is a conventional

Pun. tan

attributing splendor to those things toward which God may have been
gracious and aware of the magnificence of the natural order which has
been established in the universe and which man is intended to discover.5
Taylor, the child of God, is constantly asking that his small human
spark be rekindled, that he may be furnished with shining garments,
that the original lustre of man be restored:
Vfuen I behold some Curious Piece of Art,
Or Pritty Bird,Flower, Star, or Shining Sun,
Poure out 0' reflowing Glory: oh 1 my Heart
Achs seing how my thought in snick-snarls run.
But all this Glory to my Lord's a spot,
Vfuile I instead of any, am all blot.
(I 25)
In connection with these figures involving light,· both in the
material and the heavenly worlds, it is interesting that although images
concerning stars are not uncommon, they are never the basis for an
unfolding thought but rather serve as brief elaborations (I 12, I 25,

5see especially Perry Miller, .The New England Mind: The
Seventeenth Century,Chap. VI IlKnowledge.;rran d tRosemund TuvejOp. cit.,
Chap. XII "JR8:i1Ust Logic: Certain General Conceptions AffectingImagery.lI

,.

..
II 33, II 76).

16

No single reference to the moon has been found in th,e

Meditations, nor, for that matter, in God's Determinations; presumably
the "twinckling I"anthorns" of "The Preface" are the stars.

If one is

ever justified in drawing conclusions about a poet's personality from
his verse, the impression one acquires from Taylor's feast- and lightimages is that of a man not unlike Herbert--intense, passionate even,
quickly responsive to the warming and enlivening facets of existence,
capable of grief and repentance, but never brooding or melancholy like
Vaughan, who is continually lingering in the night, the mists, the
starlight, and the shadows.
Another conventional image-pattern for which Taylor finds frequent
use is the proper natural grovvth of trees, fruit, and flowers.
Shakespeare's,

6

Like

his references are all those of a gardener rather than

i3"farmer, with the special savor of herbs which, as a physician, he
hadireason to know.

In two of the Meditations (I 29, I 33), damage to

fruit-trees and flowers (i.e., man) provides the central conceit; in
II

56,

Christ is the tree whose fruit is brought to perfection for man.

In I 30 and II 3 the idea is of significant secondary concern and in
II 82dev81oped at lesser length.

6Caroline Spurgeon, op. cit., pp.86 ff. In his biographical
sketch of Taylbr, Sibley, quoting Taylor's grandson, says that Taylor
was very "curiousl'inbbtanyand different branches of natural history.
Biographical Sketches of Graduates of HarVard University (Cambridge,
1881),11, p. 397. Seealso the article by G. Giovannini which interprets
"The GlorY of and Grace in the Church set out" of ~s Determinations
inte!'lI1s>ofth@fqrma1,ga.rdens of seventeenth-century Europe. 'I'he
Explicator, VI (February, 1948) Item 26.
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In dealing with another traditional religious image, the
symbolism of garments, Taylor often develops a vievvpoint which, in
language at least, :Ls highly individual.

Clothing and the weaving of

cloth form the base for four of the Meditations (I

12,

I

25,

I

42,

II 76), and references occur in at least four others:
To rags and jags:

••• all my Web would run
so snick-snarld to the thrum.
(II 56)

vVhat,shall mine hempen harle move in thy Loom
Into a web (an harden web indeed),
Be made its Mabel's Tent Cloth, I presume,
Within these Curtains Grace. keeps hall, and breeds:
But shall my harden-hangings ever ware
A bright bright glory like thy body faire?
(II 76)
The English provincialisms employed in handling this theme may well
be drawn from the industries of Taylor's home counties, but this device
is characteristic of all his localisms, as Johnson points out.?

There

:L8 quite as much concern for more ancient and simpler symbolism, and

this inherited theological patterning looms larger in his thinking
than one might be led to expect by critics wh 0 have stressed. the
$pecll3.1izedweaving figures.

The follovving three passages are typical

of Taylof's writing on this theme and illustrate again his predilection
.

'.

for light:
Na.y, Cloaths of gold button' dwith pearls do ly
Like Rags, or shooclouts unto his he wore.
Heavens Curtainsblanch'twith Sun, and Stars of Light
Are black as sackcloath to his Garments bright.
(I 12)

, 7ThOniasn.Johnson,PEdwa:edTaylor, 1\ Dictionary of American
Bi()graphy.(New York: Charles. Scribner's$ons,19Lih}, Vol. XXI,
Supplement One, p. 681.
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See, how he from the Counthouse shining went
In Flashing Folds of Burnish't Glory _
(I 19)

But, my sweet Lord, what glorious robes are those
That thou hast brought out of thy Grave for thine?
They do outshine the sun-shine, Grace the Rose:
I leape for joy to thinke, shall these be mine?
Such are, as waite upon thee in thy Wars,
Cloathd with the Sun, and Crowned with twelve stars.
(I 25)
If Taylor's use of weaving may thus be considered a reflection
of the contemporary scene connected with a far older religious image,
then his employment of scent and music may reasonably be attributed
to similar traditional sources.
in at least three instances (II

Odors are important to him, providing

56,

II

62,

II 110) figures developed

at some length and receiving attention in at least five more poems
(I 4, I 12, I

42, II

11, II 18) _ The use of incense and perfumes was

frowned upon by Puritans, but ecclesiastical disapproval seems an
insufficient reasbn for finding Taylor's poetic references unorthodox.
Biblical allusions to pleasant smells are so numerous that it would be
difficult for anyone reared and trained in Biblical knowledge to disassociate the praise of God from the symbolism of scents _ If it is
true that Taylor drew a great number of his texts for the Meditations
from the. Song of Solomon, i tis quite as true that the book "!Jas , for
the Pu.ritan reader,' a.long, sustained metaphor about the relationship
betwE;3en'Christ @clthechurch. 8
8"

.···..

··i· '

The poet in Taylor unquestionably

.. '

Willie {T. '., Weathers' in IlEdward Taylor and the Cambridge Platonists, II
claims that Taylor interprets the book "mYstically as a symbolic union
of Christ and Man, It, but this distinction would be meaningless for the
Puritan, and the basis. for the statement is never adequately explained.
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responded to the beauty and verbal sensuality of the book, but to
suggest, as Murdock does, that lias a poet he unconsciously moved away
from the relative asceticism of the Puritan toward the Catholic acceptance of the role of the senses in worship "9 seems much too free an
assumption.

If the Puritans were able to accept as legitimate

devotional verse the work of Herbert, whose use of the senses is at
least equal to that of Taylor, there is little reason to believe that
they would have condemned Taylor on this score.l°

9Kenneth Ballard Murdock, Literature and Theology in Colonial
New England, pp. 169-170.
10TaYlor1s attitude toward Puritan dogma has been questioned so
often, even to some extent by Johnson, that a few remarks are advisable,
especially since dubiety on such a fundamental point can color one's
whole analysis of the poems. The decisive word on the subject has been
spoken by Donald E. Stanford in his article, "Edward Taylor and the
Lord's Supper," American Literature, XXVII (May, 1955),172-178.
Stanford quotes from Meditations 106 and 108 (not included in Johnson's
edition) of the Second Series, two of a group in which Taylor expounds
a thoroughly orthodox approach to the Eucharist. IIThey were evidently
motivated,1I says Stanford, "by the innovations of Solomon Stoddard,"
who ~ished"to open the sacrament to all, including the unregenerate,
and who succeeded in splitting New England's ecclesiastical order.
Taylor was with the conservative, preservative forces on this as on
other issues of the period. In describing the furor caused by Jeremiah
Dummer's attempts to attribute the establishment of the Sabbath (on
Sunday rather than Saturday) to command and not to discoverable moral
precept, Miller mentions Taylor's grieved rejection of the dootrine: _
"This', he said••• opens the door to all merely positive :i,.nventions, such
as .the ceremonies of . the Church of England. Dummer was a returned
traveler,corrupted by Europe, frolicking with his fancy: 'the Lord
help against such i3.theistical Poison. 'II See Perry Miller, The New
England Mind: From Colony to Province, p. 425. In short, whatwidence
we have concerning Taylor's"theological conformity is all positive,
that which attributes to him various deviations from Puritan dogma is
based on an emotional reaction to the poems. Stanford's conclusion is
as follows: "It is the present writer's conviction, formed after
several years of study of the complete body of Taylor's work, that there is
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More common than imagery involving scent and in many ways more,
interesting is Taylorls frequent reference to music.

In II 110 music

provides the core-image, in I 33 arid II 77 important secondary images,
and in twelve others significant figures.

The material may be the songs

of the angels (II 110), a harp (II 77), the tuning of strings (I 3),
but in every instance music, like pleasant odors, seems to be for Taylor
a very natural expression of his desire to praise.

Again, it is a real

misinterpretation to consider this reference to music as totally
antipathetic to Puritan thought.

At no point does Taylor even

imp~y

that elaborate musical settings might be introduced into the church
service, and it was this practice to which the Puritan fundamentally
objected.

Secular music was not even an issue. ll

The Meditations

were, after all, personal poems--one manls method of preparing himself
properly for a great occasion; if we consider the intellectual framework of this manls mind, so far as we know it, the use of music as a
symb~l

of spiritual harmony in all areas is so old and so much part of

the inherited pattern of thought that it would be rather surprising were

Bo~here in these meditations any theological idea inconsistent with
the Institutes or the Westminster Confession. And Taylorls rejection,
~nhis old ~ge, of .Stoddardeanism simply reaffirmed his 'own intense
orthodoxy and his refusal to participate in what he considered an
hereticalpract.ice.u See Stanford, .£E. cit., p. 178

IlSairniel Eliot Mori~on, .onLcit.
p.12 •
.;.J;;.._,
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it not present. 12

Taylor's poetry is phrased so entirely in symbol

and metaphor, moreover, that what we may be prone to imagine from
the verse as lush and passionate outbursts of sound might, in reality,
have turned out to be metrical versions of the psalms. 13
This sober interpretation of Taylor's music-images is reinforced
by the frequency with which he promises hymns and songs if Christ will
act on his behalf.
this manner.

Fourteen of the thirty-one Meditations conclude in

The assistance for which the poet is asking may be phrased

in the previous imagery of the poem and have nothing at all to do with
music, as in II 7 and II 60:
This I bewaile, in me under this shine,
To see so dull a Colour in my Skin.
Lord, lay thy brightsome Colours on me: thine;
Secure thou my pipes, then play thy tunes therein.
I will not hang my Harp in Willows by,
While thy sweet praise, my Tunes doth glorify.
(II 7)
If in this stream thou cleanse and Chearish mee,
My Heart thy Hallelujahs Pipe shall bee.
(II 60)

l2A fascinating discussion of this particular image maybe found
in Rosemund Tuve's A ~eading of George Herbert (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 19SiY,pp. 144ff. The conceit is traced back to Spenser
and the early Neo-Platonists and to late medieval symbolism. Professnr
Tuve is analyzing Herbert's "The Temper," in which he uses the figure
of man as God's music, Ilhis sinews or heart-strings stretched like those
of an instrument." This particular figure occurs in Taylor's Meditations
1177 and II 110 (where he is also a pipe for God to blow on) and in .
the last two lyrics of God's Determinations.
13"It is difficult and probably fruitless to draw the line more
exactly,.1;>etween metaphor and symbol, where we think the sixteenth and
sevente~nth centuries would have drawn it, given changes in the very
tissue of thought sindethat .time. It would be drawn .in precisely the
same place only by- persons whose ontological presuppositions were precisely
similar." See Rosemund Tuve, Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery, p. 224.
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A pattern of request and promise is indeed present in the last lines
of almost everyone of the Meditations (see Appendix A).

Sometimes

the core- or secondary-ilmge is sustained, as in I 6, which, based on
figures drawn from money and its minting, included a pun:
Then I shall be thy Money, thou my Hard:
Let me thy Angell bee, bee thou my Lord.
In I 20, whose basic figures are

depend~nt

on flight, Taylor ends with:

Lend mee thy Wings, Lord, l'st fly apace,
My Soules Arms stud with thy strong Quills, true Faith;
My Quills then Feather with thy Saving Grace,
My wings will take the Winde thy Word displai I tho
Then I shall fly up to thy glorious Throne
With my strong Wings whose Feathers are thine own.
Meditation II

56, are of the poems concerning natural growth, combines

its basic theme vnth the symbolism of clothing and with music in the
final stanza:
Lord, .feed mine eyes then wIth thy Doings rare,
And fat my heart with these ripe fruites thou bear'st:
Ad()rn my Life. well with thy works; make faire
My Person with apparrell thou prepar'st.
My Boughs shall loade,d bee with fruits that spring
Up from my Works, while to thy praise I sing.
Taylor's formula for rounding off his poems is, very probably,
a resuJ:t of the ru'ritan doctrine of the covenant, of which the Communion
service was the essential seal and symbol.

The best, briefest, and _

clearest statement of the doctrine is contained in Johnson I s introductory
remarks concerning the Meditations,14 and his closing comments,
.

.

.

togeth~r

with the quotation from Samuel Willard, are weighted with significance

14

.....

Thomas H. Johnson, The Poetical Works of Edward Taylor, pp. 24-28.
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for any consideration of Taylor's poetic expression:
Willard's exposition reveals that the Puritan emphasis,
in administering communion, directed men to experience the
ardent intensity of Christ's redeeming love. The very images
themselves by which Willard clothes the figure of that love
are so essential to Puritan thought that Taylor's adoption of
them in the Meditations was inevitable. Willard says that those
are lv.rong who partake unless they believe the benefit comes
because of Christ's "Mediatorial SUfferings, which he suffered
in his Humane Nature, to make Satisfaction to be offended
Justice.
IIThis Ordinance is called a Feast, and Feasts are made
for friendship; which supposeth Love, and that without
dissimulation ••• ln a Word, it is to be a Commemoration Of
the greatest Love, which cannot be done as it ought to be,
\~thout the reciprocation of our most ardent and intense
Love ••• lf there be any thing that we love better, or equally
with him, we do not Love him at all. So that tho' there is a
Love which we owe to the Creature, yet when it comes in
competition with this, it is comparatively hatred••• lf we Love
him as we ought, he is our all ••• lf we do not come to enjoy
him, and lie in his Embraces, we do not come with a right
design, nor can we expect to profit. illS
If .one takes Willard seriously, and the Puritans did, there seems no
excuse to questi on the integrity, from their standpoint, of Taylor.' s
;use of music and scents in a context of. grateful love.
The imagery arising from Biblical or traditional ecclesiastical
sources is generally unimportant, so far as Taylor's creative use of
it is concerned.

It seems very obvious and very much on the suri'ace,

exactly what it appears at first glance to be, with no obscure levels
of meaning,. such as are found in Herbert, 16 to trouble the modern
reader.

Three of the Meditations are based on Old Testament types

lSlbid.,p.'28..

16

RosemundTuve, ~ Reading of George Herbert, passim.

(II 7, II 11, II 30) and are in every way the least attractive of
Taylor's poems and most like other Puritan poetry.

Meditation II 18,

in which the altar of the tabernacle is the core-image, is far more
successful both in its devotional tone and in the figures with which
taylor elaborates his theme.
Sharon (I

3),

There are references to the Rose of

to Christ as the Lamb (I 19), to I Corinthians l5~55

110 death, where is thy sting?

0 grave, where is thy victory?1J

(I 19), to Elijah's ascent in the fiery chariot (I 20), to the parable
of the motes (I

49),

and to many others of a similarly familiar na~ure.

Except for the first mentioned (I 3), all these figures are purely
conventional references with purely conventional transferred meaning,
calling for little originality on Taylor's part.

It is precisely the

absence of this kind of standardized religious imagery which makes
his. pOetry refreshing, his',reliance on the great poetic images and
his ovm expression of them which place his verse in the English tr~di
tio:t1 of the devotional lyric, and his use of provincial and homely
terms which gives his work its individual flavor.
There is lit tIe dependence, hovvever, upon the conceits which
ca.nso easily be worked out with the physical equipment of the church _
as their point of departure.

FoI' inspiration II 18 makes use not of

a contemporary altar but of·the more glorious and suggestive Old
Tes-Gament reference.

Taylor builds one poem (1 30) around the idea of

repairing the damage done to God's ttPalace ll (man) and requests, liMy
Soule, Lord, make thy Shining TempJ.e,f' but the poeminge!1~ral does. not

convey the picture of a c(mrch.

Instead, it combines a useful knowledge

of carpentry (IIOh 1 do thou/Sill, Plate, Ridge, Rib, and Rafter me with
Grace./Renew my Soule, and guild it all within:/And hang thy Saving
Grace on ery Pin.") with a stanza paraphrasing St. Paul1s description
of the

whole armour of God ll (Ephesians 6:11~17), Which is to be hung

II

on the walls of the restored building.

This failure to make use of

physical referents from the church, so common in Herbert, presents as
strong an argument in favor of Taylor1s orthodox Puritanism as many
of those positive aspects of his poetry which are used against it~
Taylor1s use of legal terms as metaphors is unusual in that
those Meditations which involve extensive imagery drawn from the law
are among the most IIme taphysical, II as opposed to "baroque, lJ of his
17
work.
Meditations I 38 and II 112 are thoroughly unified poems
which carry one image through and relate all other concepts to it.
There are at least three other instances where legal figures ente~
(I 19, I 42, II 33), and in the first two of these the phrases seem to
have an intellectually sobering effect on Taylor, so that the stanzas
following their introduction exhibit a coherency and logical progression
which have been lacking.

11 large part of the imagery in ~

Determinations is based on legal figures.

What familiarity with the

law Taylor had we do not know; but when one takes into consideration
the Puritan1s theological dependence on legal concepts, it is not

l7 This distinction is emphasized by Austin Warren and by Wallace
Cable Brovm. It will be a matter for further discussion in Chapter IV.
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surprising that in this field Taylor demonstrates a toughness of tho1fght
not always present in other, more purely emotional areas.
In the matter of machines and devices so dear to the imagination
of other metaphysicals, Taylor makes use of locks and keys (I

4,

I

42,

I 49), of the chariots, coaches, and wagons already mentioned, and
of material drawn from several trades; carpentry and metal-working
(I 30, II 18, II 76), mining and minting (I 6, I

7, II 56),18 the

distilling of drugs (I 7), and the manufacture of wine (I 49).
Considering the fact that he served Westfield not only as minister but
as physician, it is significant to find so little reference to illness,
health, and medical matters.

There is some, cel~ainly, but I 7 is the

only one of the Meditations which uses a medical idea as its core-image;
II 62 presents Taylor with the opportunity for inventing a delightful
list of theological herbs and ointments.

The reference in I 49 cannot

be regarded as coming from a peculiar sphere of knOWledge; any
Renaissance poet might have produced it:
Take out the Splinters of the World that stick
Do in my heart. Friends, Honours, Riches, and
The Shivers in't of Hell whose venoms quick
. And firy, make it swoln and ranckling stand.
These wound and kill: those shackle strongly to
Poore knobs of Clay, my heart: hence sorrows grow.
''Leprosie of Sin" (II 3) and the graphic description of the whale
18

,
.
.
Item 52 in the catalogue of Taylor's library is a history of
metals, published in London in 1671. We know of no special reason for
Taylor's interest in this field, and for the present can only assume
that it was part of that general curiosity about the natural sciences
mentioned in footnote six above. See Thomas H. Johnson, The Poetical
Works, p. 208.
-
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aware that they are addressed to Christ, that one is listening to
of a spiritual exchange.

h~f

All except three are written in the form of

questions or statements directed to Christ; only in I 8, I 19, and I 20
does Taylor make use of the third person, and in II 76, where he begins
by invoking angelic assistance, the you and yee of the first stanza
shift in the second to -..s<.
thy:

when Taylor speaks of flthy bright

glorious bUlk,1l the reader knows that the pattern of all the other
Meditations has returned.

In I 8 he speaks to his soul, symbolized

by the confined Bird of Paradise; I 19 is again addressed to himse~f;
and I 20, except for the last two stanzas, is rather vaguely aimed at
flaIl ye eyes above," presumably the angels, to judge by what follows.
This consistency, although it may be occasionally weaTJQng to the
reader, is important in considering the function of the ~editations,
for they are, in a quite literal sense, functional poems, having a
practical purpose other than the creation of poetry.
Although a great deal more could be said concerning the actual
subject-matter of Taylor's images, it would amount to no more than a
listing of objects and actions, some of which occur only once, some
several times.
employed.
is used in

Appendix A contains some' indication of the materials

For example, man's soul as a caged bird is an idea which

8 and II 77, and the concept is extended in I 20, where

Taylor asks that his wings be studded with the quills of faith and
feathered with grace; •the image is hardly original, and his use of
it, altho'ligh sufficiently decorous, is not remarkable for dexterity.

3.0
In the additional Meditations published in

1943

and

1954

the

same patterns and indeed the same words occur and in approxinately the
same proportion.

There is great emphasis on light (bright, blazing,

golden, sparkling); there are scents ("gales of spices," "aromatick
clouds"); there are "Dunghill Damps "; there are liqui ds and containers
in plenty; there is one poem (II

14)

based on truly medical ideas.

A few quotations will illustrate the ,repetitive character of the verse:
Bright Angells are black Motes in this Suns light.
His humane Veans its ;humanitY's7 golden gutters ly.
And rather than my Soule should dy by thirst,
These Golden Pipes, to give me drink, did burst.
Yet were thy silver skies my Beere BowIe fine,
I finde my Lord would fill it to the brim.
This Liquor brew'd, thy sparkling Art Divine,
Lord, in thy Chrystall Vessells did up tun.
(I 10)
InI

40

Taylor's heart is
A Sty of Filth, A Trough of WaShing-Swill,
A Dunghill Pit, a Puddle of mere Slime,
A Nest of Vipers, Hive of Hornets-stings,
4 Bag of Pyson, Civit-Box of Sins.

~mages

found in I

6, I 8, and I 25 appear already in I 2:

Oh 1 that my SOUl, Heavens Workmanship (with in
My Wicker'd Cage) that Bird of Paradise
Inlin'de v'li th Glorious Grace up to the brim
Might bethyCabbinet,oh Pearle of Price.
Oh 1 Ie t thy Pearle, Lord, Cabbinet in mee,
Pst thenbe rich 1 nay rich enough for thee.
Can my poore Eggshell ever be an Hoard,
Of excellence enough for thee? Nay: nay.
Yet May I Purse, .and thou my Many bee,
I have enough, Enough in having thee.
(1 2)
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one other figure based on the observation of children in the Meditations
and those presently to be mentioned from God's Determinations, it seems
probable that for Taylor the religious picture of man as a child of
God fairly often produced images involving real children.

Stanford,

in. his article on Taylor's attitude toward the Lord's Supper, includes
some stanzas from II 106 in which one of Taylor's most charming figures
is badly misplaced from the standpoint of poetic decorum.

He is

combating Stoddard's position that even the unregenera.te ("the Dead 'i )
were entitled to partake of Communion:
it Principle of life, to eate implies,

And of such life that sutes the Foods desire.
Food naturall doth naturall Life supply,
And spirituall food doth spirituall life require.
The Dead don't eate, Though Folly childish dotes
In th' Child that gives his Hobby Horses oates.
Medit'ation I 24 contains a reference to Ghrist's "Milke white hand. II
In I 26 Taylor's 'If.insy-Wolsy Loom deserves thy blame. II

In I

46 he is

a lITumberill" to be cleaned of "Dung ll and loaded with grace until his
"Wheeles do crack, or Axle-tree complain."
and overgrown with 'weeds.
garments in I

His garden in II 4 is sandy

Refining figures appear in II 49, white

46, smoky vapors in I 13; a picture of death almost

exactly like that in II 112 a.ppears in 1 34, written twenty-four years
earlier.

In the introductory material to The Poetical Works, Johnson

quotes a poem from TaYlor's college days which contains a line possible
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in any ,of the later work:

ItSpeech is the Chrystall Chariot when the,

minde/In progress rides ••• "
Taylor's images, then, are unusually repetitive, to an extent
which makes one believe in his desire that the poems should not be
published:

no writer would wish to place before the eyes of the world

work which so transparently utilizes the same material over and over.
ill. early, hO¥lever, the images continued to have vital meaning for Taylor,

and the stimulus they furnished was his object in continuing to compose
with them.

A further indication of the genuinely private character of

the Meditations lies in the extremely high incidence of provincial or
archaic words whlch Taylor uses, far more than occur in God's
Determinations.

A partial list would include hone (a coined substantive

from the verb which means to pine, sigh, or moan); searce (a sieve);
sprindge (to spread out or extend over); ~ (to defeat in a law suit);
enrinde (flenringed lf ),; crincht (a form of Ifcringed fl ) ; crickling (perhaps
a variant of "crackling"),;

.§:

birth of Keyes (of unlmown origin),; kerf

(a cut or incision and also a weaving term); gayes (used SUbstantively);
yawn (a husk or chaff, "but no such record of its use, or anything near
it, appears in the New English DictionarY"),19 pingle (a small piece _
of enclosed ground); skeg (the stump of a branch); drills (for "rills/l);
cue (an obsolete University term for a small portion of bread or beer);,
pillard (a coined substantive from the obsolete verb "to pill," to
strip or peel); frim (flourishing) ; snug (for

II

snuggle ll); gaster' d

(for flaghast"); chat (8. little stick or twig) •

19Thomas H. Johnson, The Poetical Works, p. 196.
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The requests are those of a humble man, with no note of persqnal
confidence such as one senses in the opening lines of

Paradis~

Lost.

There is not even a hint of as much self-will as we know Herbert to have
possessed.

"Upon Wedlock and Death of Children" and I 33, written

when his first wife died, contain lines indicative of great grief but
also of complete submission.

Among the additional Doems published by

Johnson in 19LO is one which Taylor wrote on learning of the death of
his son James in the West Indies.

The final lines are:

Well, so be it. Ille kiss the Rod, and shun
To quarrell at thy stroke. Thy will be done.
It is not at all impossible for the "quick passions,tl which his grandson

said Taylor possessed,

21

to accompany the deepest and sincerest humility,

and this very evident trait of Taylor I s is perhaps responsible for his
noticeable use of words indicating minute quantities and figures
sugg~sting

Herbert who

his own utter worthlessness.
fl • • •

Rosemund Tuve writes that in

shows chiefly just those elements of mysticism which

in some degree pervade all Christian devotional poetry, the juxtapos~tion

of meiosis and amplification generally results from the paradox

of manls insignificance and his greatness as child and heir of God.,,22
In Taylor we sense much less of manls greatness and much more of his
~nadequacy; one of Johnsonls first reqctions to the Meditations was that

in them Taylorls

21

fl • • •

own unworthiness or wistful yearning, rather than

Tholllas . H. Johns on, 312.. .oit ., p. 15.
22· ....
Rosemund Tuve,Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery, p. 224.
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God's majesty, is paramount. ll23

Taylor speaks of himself as fla Lump.

of Lewdeness" (II 8); his spiritual flame is not only ohilly but small
(I 1); his "vessel is so small ll (I 12); he has laid out "Cart l.oads
of Love upon a mite" and soaroely a "mite of Lovell upon his Lord (I 33);
he begs for only a IIdropll of divine favor (I 49); his soul is only a
IlTitimouses Quill" (II 3); he is a man, a sinner, "a Wormhole thing"
(II 33); his is a "Peuling soul II (1 12).

In a few of the Meditations

(I 25, 1 29, 1 42, II 76) one enoounters a note of confidenoe in man's
,inheritance of glory:

in each of these cases the figures involve the

garments which 'Taylor hopes will some day be his.

But the poems, on

the whole, stress that basio aspect of Puritanism and Protestantism,
man's total inability to raise himself unless he be aided by divine
power.
This position is, of course, in no way unique, but the Meditations
are not hortatory poems addressed to others; they do not deal ~Qth man's
relationship to God, but with ~ man's relationship to God.

Taylor is

not writing about all his fellow Ohristians, nor even about all his
fellow Puritans.

No doubt he saw himself often ~ speoie aeternitatis,

but these poems were his teohnique for readying himself to partake of
and administer the saorament, and he is unquestionably talking about
himself in almost all of them.

He sums up a great deal when he says

inTI 110, HAnd this rich banquet makes me thus a Poet. 1I

23Thomas H. Johnson, "Edward Taylor:
The New England Quarterly, X (1937), 297.

A Puritan 'Saored Poet,
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If other sources for the poem's structure need identificatiop,
it seems unnecessary to search for them in the English morality plays,
as at least one critic has done. 25

It is more likely that Taylor's

t as Johnson pOln
' t s out,In
· di Vl. duaI'lzat·lon ) 26
personification (no,
of Justice, Mercy, the SOUl, etc., is a natural reflection of Puritan
preaching techniques, his picture of the soul's progress to some extent
affected by what Murdock describes as the Puritan's concept of his life
in terms of epic. 27

Commenting on Thomas Hooker's sermons, Murdock

produces what might be essentially a remark about God's Determinations:
Now and then Hooker's effect depends on the repetition
of a single word, so that sound and sense collaborate •••
He uses passages of dialogue and puts bits of direct speech
into the mouths of God, the heart, the SOUl, or an imagined
sinner or saint •••He taught his readers to see man's pilgri~~ge
toward Heaven or Hell as an all-absorbing dramatic theme •••
As an illustration of both the differences and similarities
between the Meditations and God 's Determinations, the section IlGod' s

25Nathalia Wright, liThe Morality Tradi tion in the Poetry of
Edward Taylor, Il American Literature, XVIII (1946), 1-17.
26
'
Thomas H. Johnson, The Poetical ~, p. 20.
27 IlHe conceived of the godly life as an epic-a pilgrimage
from darkness to light, a warfare against odds, a spiritual voyage
through all sorts of perils to an ultimate safe haven. 'Therefore he
dramatized his own history•••The Puritans liked to think of themselves
as a new 'chosen people', delivered from an England which had become
for them an Egypt •••• The simplest items of experience could be glorified
as proofs1f of the magnificence of God's work in manipulating the affairs
of earth.
See Kenneth B. Murdock, Literature and Theology in Colonial
Ne_w England, pp. 77-78.
- 28Kenneth B.Murdock, "The Colonial and Revolutionary Period, It
Part I of The Literature of the American 'People,., p. 44.
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Selecting Love in the Decree tr will serve very well.
J'ustice over, man is invited to God's

lI

Mercy having wop

sumptuous feast. 1f

Taylor begins

by describing the crippled condition of man, handicapped with "poysonld
splinters sticking in the Quick fl (compare I Lf 9).

God, seeing that his

flstately worke" is about to trTumble and Dash to pieces tr (compare the
image of the Palace-Temple in I 30) ,proclaims his intentions liWhereby
transcendently he makes to shine/Transplendent Glory in his Grace
Divine" (light concepts again).

Sinful men are the guests at the feast;

theconnedtionwith the Meditations is obvious.

A coach (compare I 20)

is sent for those in greatest distress, and Taylor's description of it
is ,taken from The Song of Solomon 3 :10.

Ten lines follow describing

the curiosity of the onlookers and their refusal to pay the price of a
ride, like people at a fair who are interested in some "rare Commodi tytr
but soon 'Ilpishthereat, and Coily pass away. fl

Nothing so human and so

extended appears anywhere in the Meditations.

The saints proceed onward

in the coach, while the ungrateful'remainder "down the tide ••• scull
into eterhallwoe.1/

Other n!lutical figures occur in God's Determinations,

in I 28 ,!lnd, naturally, in II 30, which concerns Jonah.

When the

unconverted perceive that the gold and,silver of the coach constitute
the spirit' s dwelling and that the purple canopy is "All Grades
Needleworkahd HuswifryJl ,. (compare I 42:

"Adorn me, Lord, with Holy

Huswifry"and the separate poem f1BuS1vifry"), their disgust is physically
expressed:
Their st?rnachs rise: these graces will not down:
They think them Slobber Sawces: therefore frown.
They loath .the<same,warnble keck, heave they do:
Their Spleen thereat'out at theirm6uths they throw.

Here we have again references to eating and even a variant on the same
provincialism which occurs in IT 30, where the whale flwomble-Cropsfl
Jonah back into the world.
This proportion of similarity and difference in imagery is
characteristic of the whole relationship of ~ Determinations to
the Meditations.

IlThe

Preface" is poetry on a grander scale than

that in the Meditations, and is one of Taylor's best pieces of writing,
whether or not the ideas are derived, as Johnson implies they may be,
from Thomas Shepard.
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There are references, however, to ideas

a~d

objects with which the reader of the Meditations is very familiar:

to

cUJ:'tains, to gems, and to man's loss of light so that God s "Brightest
'
Diamond is grown/Darker by far than any Coalpit Stone. 1l The "Prologue ll
is full of imagery which is immediately recognizable:

Taylor is a

'icrumb of Earth," a lICrumb of Dust"; he bewails his poetic inadequacy,
"

his "dull Phancy"; the word chrystall occurs twice-- l1 Chrystall sky" and
II Chris tall

leaves" (compare I 30, lithe Chrystall Casements of the Eyes,"

and I 8, "Heav ' ns whelm I d-down Chrystall meele Bowl"); the words glory,
gold; flame,

~hine,

bright are all here; there is a reference to flowers.

'Perhaps' the most effective of the figures based on purely humax:
relati'onshlps are those involving children.

a ch:E1dholdihg it~

The picture of the soul as

breatli with fear (flThe Effect of ]yIans Apostacyll)

arid the soothing lIPeace,Peace, my Hony, do not Cry" of "Christs Replyfl
are not

:t{k~ly tobe

forgotten.

There J..s an astute parental comment

in. rtDoubts from the 'IVant of Grace Answerdll:
God loves you better than to grant your Cry,
When you do Cry for that which will destroy.
Give but a Child a Knife to still his Din:
He'l cut his Fingers with it ere he blin.*
i~lin

- to cease or stop

"A Dialogue between Jus'biee and Mercyll depends on an expanded
legal metaphor; but Taylor works in fig~res concerning perfumes,
venom, flowers, music, and at the end Mercy, addressing the Soul as
liMy Dove, II promises to improve its wings with silver and gold.

In

view of Taylor's interest in shining robes, as evidenced in the
Meditations, it is amusing to find in "Mans Perplexity When Call'd
to Jl.ccount ll two references to the filthy state of his clothing after
the, fall.

The legal conceit of man as tenant, whieh dominates the

last part of this section, occurs also in I
of'the Elect

ll

42.

In liThe Frowardness

~he basic military metaphor is preceded by some typically

Ta;ylorean imagery:

the elect lie "in the lap of sinfull Nature snugg ll

like. "Pearls in Puddles cover' d ore with mud"; even those IIwhose frame
is made, of finer twine" (a weaving refer~nce?) "Stand further off from
Grace ,than Wash from Wine. II

There is also, however, a figure which

,suggests Elizabethan overtones and which is rare in Taylor:
;who su;ck(jra,ce from the breasts of the Bible are, he says"

those
nearly as

liAs, ,pI acks,wans that in milkwhite 3Ri vers are. II
'l'h,enext four~ections ,are based on military conceptlii, though
in the last of the, four, liThe ,Effec:t.. ,of this Heply with a fresh
assault froIlf S~taTl,f~there i~ a picture, of the poi,sonous . ov.tcome of
l

Satan sattacks Upon the unfortunate captives of Justice.

In general,
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thro'Ughout God's Determinations more use is l1B.de of imagery which
might be attributed to Taylor's medical experiences, and this
difference seems suited to the contrast between the Meditations, which
stress constantly the love and g~ace of Christ, and God's TIeterminations,
whose subject required of Taylor a consideration also of the grimmer
side of Puritan theology and of human existence.
In "The Accusation of the Inward Man" the motes-molehillsmountains figure recurs and so do the spectacles of I 6.
Biblical reference, clear as Taylor's usually are:
Like Walking Trees ••• II (Mark 8: 24) •

There is a

"••• men oft appeare/

The remaining imagery is drawn

from the realm of human characteristics, as is that in "The Outward
Man accused.

This increase of allusion to the world of men has a minor

reflection in the several references to dogs in God's Determinations,

th~most entertaining of which is the comparison of man and his wandering
affections to a "yelping" beagle and its ranging.

This occurs in 11Christs

Reply, II which also contains a Donne-like figure concerning the "Poles"
and "Paralells H and is liberally sprinkled with more familiar thoughts:
the soul as a bUilding, man's "Noble Sparke," "White Frosts" (compare
II 3, '.'half frose/ By the nocturnall Cold, that Hoares my Crown"), a
stanza based on refining and minting.

"An Extasy of J'oy'••• , " which is

the soul's. reply to. Christ's assurances, is almost like one of the
Meditations in its images and in the sequence they follow:

the opening

stanzas stress the impossibility of Taylor 's praising his Lord in adequate

t~rrns, and the 'Usual meiotic words appear...-mite, clods of dust, comparisons
inVolving afJ.y, an ant, an emmet; a picture of man, chOking on the apple
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of knowledge, saved by Christ's ,sacrifice, is carried through a few!
stanzas, then dropped; and the concluding stanzas involve variants
on the theme of music.

In "Doubts from the VTant of Grace" occurs a

passage of some twenty-eight lines, the heart of which is the fillingimage so prominent in the Meditations; Taylor refers to man's "little
Whimpring Soul" (compare I 12) and uses as a measure of man's lack of
capacity for comprehending God an "Acorn bole" and a "Nut shell ll
(compare I 49, II

7, II 70).

In the last lines the Saint advises the

,

Soul that God will fill him IIbut by drops," so that he may not be
overwhelmed and drowned. 30
In IISome of Satans Sophistry" favorite thoughts reappear:
the mites-arid-motes, a stanza based on a lock-and-key figure, the
soul as a gem.

The final stanzas of flDifficulties arising from

Uncharitable Cariages of Christians" contain one of Taylor's most
successful weaving-images, a comparison of the ways of providence to
a golden net, whose beauty cannot be appreciated until the whole is
unfolded on the day of judgment.
Johnson's evaluation of God's Determinations reaches its point
of highest praise in discussing the last seven sections of the poem,31
and these are precisely the sections which in language and mood are
most similar to the Meditations.
:;

-".:.,.1,-::'.-

'l'hey are crammed with figures

":-,,:. ';",'.'

". '. ... . ••.. 30Thi~iS exactly the Bamistic idea which Miller quotes from
Sidney1s,The Defence of Poesie during his account of the Puritan
doctrines"7COncerning knOWledge. See Perry Miller, The New England Mind:
(rh~Seventeenth Century, pp. 178-179.
-31ThomasH.Johnson, The Poetical Works, pp. 23-24.
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involving perfumes, flowers, and, above all, music, man as usual bei,ng
an imperfect instrument; there is a coach; there is sin "like to a
lump of lead tl ; there is a garden; there are " ••• joyous hearts 1 Enfir'de
with holy Flame It!; and there are repeated references to the imagery of
The Song of Solomon.

There are, in short, all the figures which are

encountered so often in the Meditations, but here concentrated and
poured out suddenly at the end of a long discourse IVJhich has not, by
and large, been illuminated by their presence.

The effect is certainly

quite stunning, and Johnson's reaction is the right one in the sense
that it is this mood and this imagery which is the core of Taylor's
work.
There is in God's Determinations a good deal of verse which is
of interest primarily to the theologian or the historian of ideas, and
there is sornetimes too much of the logic-chopping which can be a danger
in· metaphysical writing:
You
But
And
All

think you might have more: you shall have so,
if you'd all at once, you could not grow.
if you, could not grOlJl{, you'd grieving fall.
would not then Content you, had you all.

On the other hand, it must be confessed that an intensive study of the
Meditations can lead the reader to tire a little of golden beams,
showers of scents, hymns, and brimming containers.

It then becomes

:refreshing to read about Justice harrying the unconverted and Mercy
interpreting somewhat acidly one of the most acid of the parables
~.

.\'

(Luke 11+: 15-20):

CHAPTER III
TAYLOR .AS .A 1'fET.APHYSICAL POET
In judging Taylor's achievements and failures, we cannot
assume that he set out to write a certain kind of verse, that he
had in his mind a concept of what we now call "me taphysical ll poetry~
Although he must be gauged by the standards applied to Herbert or
Quarles, . enough has been written about Puritan limitations on the
creation of literature to make it plain that a man in Taylor's
position would have been unlikely to devote himself to self-conscious,
technically studied craftsmanship.l

On at least one occasion he did

revise a poem,2 but the revisions are minor, and there is no record
of other reworking.

His frequent comments on his creative inability

almost certainly do not indicate an awareness that, vdthin the style
in which he wrote, he was prone to certain weaknesses.

He says of

himself at one point:
But this I finde: My Rhymes do better Suite
1tine mvn Dispraise than tune forth praise to thee.
(I 22, Simison)

ISee particularly WAllace Cable Br01'm, IlEdward Taylor: An
American 'Metaphysical,' II American Literature, XVI (1941+), 186-197;
Sidney E.Lind, "Edward Taylor: a Revaluation," The New England
Quarterly,
(1948), 518-530; and R.H.Pearce, "Edward TajTlor: The
Poet as Puritan,1I The New England Quarterly, XXIII (1950), 31-46•

XXI .

.2Thol1las H.Johnson, I'A Sevi:mteerith'-Century Printing of Some
Verses of Edward Taylor, II The' New England Quarterly, XIV (1941), 139141 • . The verses are part of the poem "On 'Wedlock and Death of· Children"
and differ slightly from the version found in The Poetical Works.
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Most readers of the Meditations would not agree with this selfcriticism, but all his similar remarks are suggestive far more of
personal humility than of professional frustration.
Nevertheless, the criteria employed in assessing other
metaph;ysical poets must be applied here.

If Taylor is weighed as a

follower of a certain school of poetic thought, then the following
conclusions about his verse seem valid:
What we think of as typically metaphysical imagery was for

1.

Taylor, if not a natural, at least a completely absorbed manner of
expression.

He did not sit down to devise clever figures (as his

repetitive use of them shows); rather, when he sat down to write something more than a plain account of events, his mind habitually moved
in certain channels.
2.

He did not have a sufficiently consistent sensitivity for

,~

what may be called, following the RBnaissance criterion, the decorum
of his images.

3.

He did not have a well-developed intelleotual grasp of the

logical structure which must underlie poetry employing such figures,
if it is to retain unity a.nd not break down into a sequence of verbal
fireworks.

~l'oo many of his poems do not progress, they merely elaborate.

Metaphysical imagery is not easy to describe because what it
does,' logically, within ,the poem is quite as important as what it is.
This special functional character. is emphasized by Rosemund Tuve when,
summing up the viewpoint of poets affected by Ramist doctrines, she says:

h8
The nature of their terms might range from the most
subtle of abstractions to the most ordinary of daily objects,
for their logical function outweighed the old considerations
which dictated the terms of 'amplifying' imagery••• Images
framed and used according to these freshly emphasized conceptions
of their functioning would not disdain hyperbole or potent
suggestions, but their chief characteristics would be aptness,
SUbtlety, accuracy of aim, disregard of the superficially
pleasing, logical power, ingenious or startlingly precise
relationships or parallels, a certain 'obscurity' due to logical
complexity or tenuous attachment--but an obscurit capable of
becoming sharp 'clarity' upon thoughtful reading.

3

Considered purely as imagery, temporarily without regard to
its service in the cause of the whole poem, Tay'lor' s figures often
meet this definition admirably.

One ,can open The ~oeticalWorks

almost at random and find examples:
Lest you be foild herevdth, watch well unto
Your Soul, that thrice Ennobled noble Gem.
For Sins are flaws therein, and double woe
Belongs thereto if it be found in them.
Are Flaws in Venice Glasses bad? What in
Bright Diamonds? What then in man is Sin?
("Some of Satans Sophestry, II
~ Determinations)
Am I new minted by thy Stamp indeed?
]~ne EJ~s are dim; I cannot clearly see.
Be thou my Spectacles that I may read
Thine Image and Inscription stampt on mee.
(r 6)
Infinities fierce firy arrow red
Shot from the splendid Bow of Justice bright
Did smite thee dovVD, for thine. Thou are their head.
They di'de in thee. Their death did on thee light.
They di.' de their Death in thee; thy Death is theirs;
f-Ience thine is mine; thy death my trespass .cleares.
(II 112)
M.y.. . s~attred PhancY,.s.tole . away f.. rom mee~
•. (W~ts ~n. aWool~ng over Edens Parke)
'"
(129)

3:RosemundTuve, Elizabethan and Meta,physical Ima,gery, p. 353.
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r

fain the Choicest Love my soule Ca~ get,
Would to thy Gracious selfe a Gift present.
But cannot now unscrew Loves Cabbinet.
Say not this is a Niggards Complement:
]<'or seing it is thus, I choose now rather
To send thee th' Cabbinet and Pearle together.
I:
(r 20)
MY' wards are rusty. Oyle them till they trig
Before thy golden key: thy Oyle makes glib.
(I 49)
Make but a thorow search, and you may spy
Your soul a trudging hard, though secretly
Upon the feet of your Affections mute •••
(t/The Accusation of the Inward
Man, If God's Determim tions)
That this typically metaphysical approach to the framing of
images was not Taylor's only literary style we know from the account
of his voyage to America, included in the extracts from his diary
published in 1881.
'of fog:

11 •••1

He speaks of a whale which he could not see because

only hea:rd his voice (which was a rough, hoarse noise,

bl0iherlng in the water) ••. lf
the \yater

~hich Was

'twe saw •• • some New England rockweed on

like yellow mareblobs

LJiiars l1 marigold,~7. ,,4

Here

there is evidence of a, quick eye and an ear for effective language,
but Ao~hing which can be considered metaphysical in character, and
Ti3,ylor'

remarks on .various happenings at Harvard and in WestfieldS

areas sober as could be desired.
·1\

'.,

1IVhen,however, he wished to express

"J.~dw~rp.~ay~o:r'''TheDia.rY"of,~dw~r~

"Proc~edings

Ti3.ylo:r,
the Massachllsetts HistoricalSociety~.XV11I(1881),4-18 •

of

. . $SibleylSbiog:raphical sketch ,contains a long extract from the
diary, Uealing_for ~l:l~In9st pi3,rt-vvith th(3 grea:tdiffic1l1t~es which
+~Y:L9r :encoun~~red cluI'ing,th~first,years in Westfield.' There is
materfaLherefor .an epic approacn,butthe account, is so pedestrian
as to be almost dUll.
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himself on more intimate and emotional subjects, his style changed.
at once, as in the charming letter which he wrote to Elizabeth Fitch
before their marriage: 6
If I borrow the beams of Some Sparkling Metaphor
to illustrate my Respects unto thyself by, for you
having made my breast the cabire t of your affections
(as I yours mine), I know not how to offer a fitter
Comparison to Set out my Love by, than to compare it
to a Golden Ball of pure Fire rolling up and down my
Breast, from which there flies now and then a Spark
like a Glorious Beam from the Body of the Flaming
Sun. But I, alas! striving to Catch these sparks
into a Love Letter unto yourself, and to gild it with
them as with a Sun Beam, find that by what time they
have fallen through my pen upon my Paper, they have
lost their Shine, and fall only like a little Smoke
thereon instead of gilding them.
Then follows a short sermon on the parallels between divine and
conjugal love, complete with references to the tuning of strings for
the production of perfect harmony.

In conclUding, Taylor manages to

turn the handicap of his calling 'into an appealing complimeffi:
But yet, though Conjugal Love must exceed all other,
yet it must be kept within bounds, too o For it must be
Subordinate to God's Glory. The wish that mine may be
so, it having got you into my Heart, doth offer my heart
wi th you in it as a more rich Sacrifice unto God through
Christ •••
It is obvious that the language which Taylor here uses for semisecular purposes is the same as that in the religious poems, exactly
as one would expect in a good metaphysical.

Johnson quotes the final

lines of another love-letter, this one largely in verse, which he

6William B. Goodman, "Edward Taylor Writes His Love, II The New
England Quarterly, XXVII (1954), 512-515..
-

The idea of Taylor's being sucked up through a quill may seem to us'
sufficiently curious to prevent our reading the poem with the proper
seriousness, but there is nothing indecorous or unusual about it;
where Taylor has gone wrong is in dropping his figure and suddenly
presenting us with a picture of himself as a man agai~, so that we can
no longer read in terms of the irragery ~stablished.
God's Determinations does not, contain any lapses of taste quite
so humorous as do the Meditations, although Taylor not infrequently
lets one dovm.

In liThe Preface" the really striking image of the.

bOWling alley
Who Spread its Canopy'? Or Curtains Spun?
Who in this Bowling Alley bowld the Sun?
is followed by two of the most syntactically twisted and verbally
unimaginative lines conceivable in any type of poetry:
Who made it always when it rises set:
To go at once both down, and up to get?
The gently loving inflection with which "Christs Reply" opens is soon
defeated by a more militant tone:

"I smote thy Sins upon the Head./

They Dead'ned are, though not quite dead:"; "Oh 1 fight my Field: no
Colours fear ••• " And some of the writing in God's JJetermim tions is
simply< dull; typically those passages in which Taylor is not working
out his imagery but merely expounding doctrine:
;,

":-.

';

-',

'.:,"'.

--".

'>':,

;"',

I See thy seCre~ ~houghts:

and such they bee,
That Wish ,there was no God; or I Was Hee;
Or that there was no Holiness, ume ss
Those sins thou'rt given to, were Holiness.
Or tli~tthere .. was no H~ll, except for those
'Who stand for Hotines's, and 'sin' oppose:
Or that there was no heaven t'enter in,
Except for those Who pass their l..ives in Sin.
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A few lines farther on, however, he suddenly introduces one of his
characteristic colloquial phrases, and one's flagging attention is
revived:
Hence was it not for these, it plainly 'pears
Thy 'God for servan,ts might go shrum his ears.
Although the narrative framework did not inspire Taylor to
the same degree as did the contemplation of Christ's sacrifice, it
prevented him from wandering too far afield.

The basic flaw in God's

Determinations has been well defined by Austin Warren:
The conceitist method, admiraply suited either to the
which it provides with initial structure, or to the
short piece, satiric or elegiac, in which constant metaphoric
explosion can operate brilliantly, is ill suited to the
continuum of the epic or the dramatic. Taylor did not attempt
it as seriously as did Du Bartas. Only the lyrics within
Determinations have tolerable success: the dialogue and
narrative oscillate between unreconciled manners in a fashion
not to have been tolerated by Giles Fletcher. Without adjustment, the style is now rhetorical or juristic, now colloquial;
the diction now theologic, now provincial. Unaware of the
stratifications in his vocabulary, Taylor doe~ not know how
to expose them ,nth intent and for an effect.
lYl~ic,

The narrative element and this mixture of "unreconciled manners" make
it impossible to evaluate parts of God's Determinations in terms of
metaphysical verse and demonstrate plainly Taylor's lack of stylistic
self-consciousness.

Nevertheless, there is thrm1ghout the sequence of-

too varied sections. which l11E.ke up the poem a logical pattern which can
be followed, a firm underpinning of coherent religious thought which
can be, retainec1in.themind while one moves ahead, sometimes through
8. •••.
AustinWarren,SRo cit., p. 11.

thickets> Of imagery.

There is enough genuine allegory in the poem to

furnish a fundam.ental figure of which Taylor does not lose sight.
In the Meditations, this is too often not the case, and the
third and most damaging of Taylor's weaknesses becomes very apparent.
Relatively few of the poems are what, in musical terms, might be called
f1through-composed." Taylor not uncommonl;z begins with an effective
idea, carries it through one stanza, or perhaps two, embarks upon a new
one, discards this for still a third concept, which mayor may not be
integrated with the others, and so comes to his bargain-with-Christ.
conclusion.

This is simply not good poetic practice for any type of

. verse, and in metaphysical poetry it can prove fatal..

Throughout the

"tissue of meiosis and hyperbole,,9 which is common to most religious
metaphysical verse and which is certainly present in Taylor, there must
:r'15.na chain of iron logic which links each figure to the next. and which
is strong enough to permit the reader to look back from stanza six,to
stanza one and behold with pleasure and profit exactly hOIN the author
has arrived at this point.

The significance of Taylorls ineptness is

;illustrated by the effect which a study of his poetIJT has on a modern
reader.

Exactly as Herbert Blau has noted,lO attention is first

9.Rosemu'l1 d Tuve, Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery, p. 221+.
10Herpert Blau"IIHeaveh' s Sugar Cake: Theology and Imagery in
the.Poetry. of Edward Taylor., " The, New England Quartet'ly, :XXVI (1953),
337-360.. The first part of ':Slaulsarticle, which deals with Taylor I s
attitude toward the Eucharist; issqmewha-t unfair; the second section,
however.Fwhich. discusses, Taylor I s lack of, decorum in the f3.pplication
of his images, .seems sound.
-
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concentrated on the figures themselves without simultaneous COncern ~or
their relation to the ideas which they are supposed to demonstrate and
clarify.

This first impact is also the last, no matter how much effort

may, in the interim, have been expended in an attempt to focus on other
aspects of Taylor's thought:

one retains an impression of intense

emotion, highlighted by flashes of genuin~ word-magic, but one does not
take away the sense of total fusion between figure and thought which is
the most satisfactory result of reading first-rate metaphysical verse

o

With these strengths and weaknesses in mind, it may be well,to
examine the complete text of a few poems; those selected as examples
both of Taylor's failure and Success are included in Appendix B.
Meditation II 82 provides a good illustration of Taylor's lack of unity
and failure at connecting his images..

He begins with his customarily

effective ace ount of his verbal incapacity:

his. "tatter 'd Fancy" and

tl

'TRagg'edIlliymes might be enough for "terrene Shines, "II but "Spirituall
Life doth better·fare deserve. tl

These first two stanzas are very

similar in idea and language to the one from II 106, quoted on page 31
abOve.

Thinking about his failings sets Taylor's heart on the rack:
.I Tain would have this Lff:e but han't its knack.

Here is an instance of Taylor's felicitous use of an ordinary expression,

IlShines as asubstanti vein the plural is apparently a coinage

ofTaYlo~ls, abadone, Syntactically speaking. In the Meditations,

Johnson has noted three instances where Taylor has manufactured a verb
from a.substantiv8or .Vlce versa. Shines is used also in "An Extasy of
Joy"· in God1s.Determinations, but there the grammar is at least logical.
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perfectly decorous and giving insight into a very real truth--that the
capacity for living at a genuinely spiritUal level is not something
which can be acquired by high thinking, right living, and the desire
to have this "Life. ll

Taylor would probably never have subscribed to

the theory that genius is the capacity for taking infinite pains:

he

knew that there had to be something more, and in his creed this had
to be supplied through Christ I s merc·y and favor.

If one were in a

state of grace, then one had the "knack."
In proper Puritan fashion, Taylor then proceeds to expostUlate
a little ,with himself:

reason urges him toward this life, but he is

held back by elemental flesh and blood, which dull his "Spirits fruit,"
an image whose indecorum is readily apparent.

Either dUlling or

fruit should be changed; even if one interprets fruit as meaning
Taylor's verses (in which case dUlling would be fair enough), the
inaptitude of the figure spoils the thought.
one,in any case:

It is only a passing

1'aylor moves ahead into one of his fire-figures

which carries him very well through the next stanza.

He is the altar,

his heart the sacrifice on it, and Christ, having sanctified the altar
with His blood,will then kindle the flames so that the spiritual life
m8.3Tb urn properly.
There follows a sudden shift in concept and language.

The orily .

})Ossiblepriorconnectioh which,:justifies the introduction of the eating
figures is the use of the word fare in the first stanza., and this is
too weak to carry across the intervening fire-imagery.

Having utterly

changed his ground and diction, Taylor now writes three very typical
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stanzas in hi$ colloquial style, perfectly coherent and full of
allusions which we can enjoy with perhaps a slightly amused smile:
the quill or straw appears again; llZions Pasty Plate-Delights II reminds
one of the IlSugar Cake lf of I 8; within one stanza he is able to make
use of two proverbial sayings.
In the penultimate stanza, he makes an unsuccessful effort to
connect the two images and to return to the more dignified tone of the
opening.

But he only adds to the confusion by introducing still a

third concept based on natural growth:

if the use in the second .

stanza of the word fruit is suppo$ed to carry this thought through
five stanzas based on other figures, then one can only admire helplessly the retentive powers of an earlier age.

In the final stanza,

Taylor abandons the fire-image altogether, expands on the eatingfigure (in an indecorous fashion:
Flesh to chew lf )

,

11l\1Iake Faith my Grinders, thy Choice

states that his fruit vall now be "frim" (an English

provincialism for IfflourishinglJ), and concludes with the promise of song.
One emerges from a carefu~ reading of this poem not with a clear,
unified concept but with a blurred series of mental pictures.

Taylor

nas been,in rapid succession, a spark that needs to be blown on, an_
altar,someone eating and drinking, a Itwither t d stem, II and a virginal.
There is nothing faulty in anyone of these images, and indeed they
are all quite plain as bne reads.

At the end, however, they are still

discrete, and one thinks of them seriatim; the poem remains static.
'Taylb:fhasrea.ched ,his cbndlusiol1twice, bnce in the third stanza,
once in the seventh, before he formally vr.Lnds up the eighth and last
with the

music~forIllula.
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Meditation I

30, on the other hand, is based consist~ntly on

the idea of man as God's IIPalace ll or "Temple," badly in need of
repair.

It is one of Taylor's best-conceived and most ingeniously

developed poems, except that into the middle of it he drops two stanzas
totally detached in imagelJT from the preceding two and the subsequent
four.

No attempt is made to solder the. joints on either side of these

two stanzas, save for the first line of stanza five, which is quite
out of keeping with the main image to which Taylor is returning.

In

this Meditation, he has dealt ably with two of Christianity's most
that man is God's supr~me creation and that he was

important ideas:

made in God's image.

There is not a false note in any of the stanzas

worldng on these themes, and they are skillfUlly combined in terms of
the ruined bUilding (and here Taylor works in a legitimate metaphysical
pun) and the IIGHts
its restoration.

ll

with which the bUilding should be decorated after

Stanzas thre~ and four, however, use wholly different

concepts and figures:

natural growth again and II sparkling Flakes of

Fresh/Heart Ravishing Beauty."

The Miltonic idea that the devil himself

w0uldbe enchanted, were it not for his hatred, is not worth the loss
ofcon-c;inuity.

If these two stanzas were removed, I

30 would be an ~

~xtremely fine and integrat~d poem, moving from a clear· and vIgorous
opening figure to one of the noblest and least "quaintll of Taylorl s
concluding ,stanzas.
It is interesting that the length of a Meditation does not
necessarily determine Taylor's sucCess or failure in the handling of
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As instances of poems in which Taylor commences with a telllng
image only to abandon it, I 28 and II 3 will serve very well.

He

opens I 28 with a vivid picture of a bewildered messenger journeying
through the poet's clouded mind and losing, in the process, the "Bits
of Glory packt in Shreds of Praise" which Taylor is trying to dispatch
heavenward.

It is one of the most tou.ching of his figures:

there is

humility, almost amounting to pathos, in the distinction between Bits

---

and Lumps and in the description of the lonely messenger wandering in
the dark.

Taylor follows up with a brilliant change of tone and. tempo.

Vfuere the first stanza is made up of two long sentences, perfectly
coherent but dragging, depressing, and structurally involved, the
second starts off incisively with a request that sounds almost like a
command, an unusual tone for Taylor to assume:
Lord, Cleare the Coast: and let thy sweet sun shine,
That I may better speed a second time:
And then?

Then, alas, we are embarked on a whole series of the

filling-images of which Taylor was so fond, the messenger is heard of
no more, and we can only hope that his second trip was indeed more
successful than the first.

The most interesting points about the

remainder of the poem are Taylor's p1a3Qng vdth the literal and symbolic
meanings of vessel and his use of a similar sixth line in each of the
last three stanzaso14

The boiling drills are a nice touch, and so is

14ray10r uses· this particUlar technique in two of the final lyrics
of God's Determinations. It occurs in most of the metaphysicals
. (Herbert's. "Aaron,ll "'ITie QUip," Donne's itA Hymn to God the Father 'l ).
The IIFivePoems ll show that he was interested enough to try his hand at
different rhythmic forms, but the pattern of the Meditations is the same
throughout.; one is perhaps justified in regarding this regularity as
still another indication of Taylor's disinterest in publication and his
view of the poems as a religious duty.

!
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the idea that the "ting lt of the drops falling into Taylor's cup wnl
be songs of praise.

These ingenuities are not enough, however, to

compensate for the reader's feeling that he has been cheated.
Meditation II 3 provides an interesting test case for Taylor's
lack of logical or verbal consistency.
poem

mo\~s

well from stanza to

stanza~

The central section of the
developing, in terms of light,

references to Old 'l'estament types, the barrier presented by Taylor's
sins, and Christ's magnanimity in accepting him.
a reference to "thy sun," the

fir~t

Although it contains

stanza is really based on a totally

different idea, the depression that Taylor feels when Cnrist does not
sh±ne upon him, and it contains two strong figures, the marigold and
the TIead Sea apples, which are not related to the main theme at all.
The final stanza might have been written for a different poem:

we are

.,suddenly faced with an image based on liquids and with a picture of
Taylor's heart as a chapel which is too powerful for such passing
nptice and does not grow naturally from the earlier imagery.

Although

less interesting, II 7 and II 11, which are based on Old Testament
types, are at least logically carried through; their first and final
stanzas are integrally connected with each other and, albeit rather
artifically, with the rest of the poem.
Had Taylor heen encouraged to articulate his poetic creed and
to develop his gifts critically, there is little doubt that he would
haveheenacompletely:metaphysical poet.

The structuJ1al weaknesses

which cause Warren to term him baroque are not present in his best
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-,

poems, as Wallace Brown points out in connection with two of the ,
shorter Meditations (I 1 and I 6)1.5 and as in the case of II 18, which
is quite long.

.

At the moment one can only speculate, perhaps not too

fruitfully, on the reasons for his unsteadiness.

Part of the explana-

tion lies in that extreme privacy of aim which has been already
discussed and which must surely have ~ffected his judgment.

There can

be little doubt, too, that Puri tan: emphasis on plain style and the
criterion of useful knowledge would tend to make Taylor look at his
verse as a personal tool rather than as a means of communication
suited to the needs of his parishioners.

That he thought himself to

be indUlging in an improper pastime seems highly improbable, so long
as he kept his talent within: bounds and exercised it for a purposeful
goal, as he did.

It seems significant, moreover, that ~

Determinations, which is less metaphysical and therefore capable of
tOlerating a looser style, strikes one as the poem which would pave
been most suitable for publication from the utili"Garian standpoint of
Puritan learning.16

l'Wallace Cable Brown, IIEdwardTaylor:
AmericanLiterature, XVI (19LJ.1.), 193-194.

An American 'Metaphysical,

16R• H. Pearce, IIEdward Taylor: The Poet as Puritan,1I The New
EnglahdQua:i'terly, XXIII (1950), 31-46. Pearce goes so far in stressing
the functional view of the Puritans toward learning that he concludes
that 1I ••.•for Taylor t~chnique:Lslittle or nothing. If (p. L~5)
This is perhaps too extreme and fails. to take into account the inherited
study of rhetoric and pOetry which stressed the importance of stating
onels argument well if one wished to convince.

III

'.
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As a final illustration of Taylor's genuinely metaphysical!
inclination, the secular poem flUpon the Sweeping Flood" may be cited..
It is not an attractive poem, and its roughness, its near-savagery
are reminiscent of Donne's early work.

The purging and vomiting

mentioned in the second stanza occur elsewhere in Taylor's poetry,
but never so violently nor with such .twisted configuration,t

it is

quite a poetic achievement to convince the reader that rain, normally
thought of as one of the more cleansing manifestations of nature, can
be regarded in these termsj

in this poem Taylor has built up his image

to the point where one accepts the idea.
of the poem is unassailable.

Though tortuous, the logic

Taylor moves from the opening statement

of his own lack of proper grief (110 1 that I'd had a tear, tf but he did
not have) through a description of the outraged weeping of the heavens
and a reiterated statement of his (and her) impenitence, to the stanza
in which he forces upon us his unpleasant explanation.

The Freudian

overtones which a modern reader may sense do not alter the fact that
the diction of the poem is, by Renaissance standards, perfectly
decorous.

This poem of Taylor's could go into any anthology as a

vigorous example of metaphysical poetry.
vVhat kind of poet, in the end, is Taylor?

If he had lived

forty years earlier in England, we would find little remarkable in
his work, and he would receive a respectable place in the ranks of
the lesser metaphysicals.

He is, as ViTarren has so truly said,

".... exciting to look into, disappointing to read with consecutive
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"

patience. M17

The uniqueness of his writing has been over-emphasized,

if one relates him to the English poets of the century, which is the
only reasonable comparison to be made.

He is, on the whole, a

conventional poet, both in his manner of expression, which resembles
that of Herbert and Quarles, and in his ideas, which are derived from
orthodox Puritan, traditional Christian, and Biblical sources; it is
only the conjunction of his poetic style and his theology which has
startled us.

As a maker of images he is repetitive but often witty,

lively, or touching and sometimes enlightening; as a writer of pQems,
he has failings which often mar what is potentially impressive work.
As a man of God, ~~iting to inspire himself for better fUlfillment
of his duties and the revitalization of his spirit, he was, within
the limit of human frailty of which he was so constantly aware, a
success:
Oh 1 Graft me in this Tree of Life wi thin
The Paradise of God, that I may live.
Thy Life make live in mee; Ille then begin
To beare thy Living Fruits, and them forth give.
Give mee my Life this wa;r; and 1 lIe bestow
My Love on thee, my Life. .And it shall grow.
(1 33)

17.Austin Warren, op. cit., p. 13.
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A SELECTIVE LISTING OF THE IMAGE-CONTENT OF
THE SACOO1ENTAL :MEDITATIONS-l(Core-Images
Dining and Food
. (including water,
beverages, and the
filling of containers)

I 1, I 3, I 4, I 7, I 8, I 28,
II 60, II 62, II 82, II 110

Fire-Light

I 1, I 3, I 12, I 19, II 3, II 76, II 82

Natural Growth

I 29, I 33, II 33, II 56

Clothing-Weaving

I 12, I 25, I 42, II 76

Biblical Types

II 7, II 11, II 18, II 30

Music

II 110

Law

I 38, II 112

Filth

II

Church EqUipment

II 18

Locks

I

Carpentry

I 30

Distilling (of drugs)

I

7

Money, Minting

I

6

Flight

I 20

77

42

*This summary includes only the Meditations in Johnson's edition
of The Poetical Works. For an €Jxplanation of the terms "coreimage," "secondary image," "brief image," see page 1 of this
paper.
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Significant Secondary Images
Fire-Light

I 4, I 20, I 25, I 30, II 7, II 11

Natural Growth

I 30, II 3

Biblical Types

I 4, II 3

Music

I 3, II 77

Church Equipment

I 33

Mining, Minting

I 7, II 56

Birds, Wings

I 8, I 20, II 77

Medicinal

II 62

Poetry, HArtH

II 56, II 76, II 110

Scents

II 56, II 62, II 110

W.d.litary

I 25, I 30, II 110

Human Relations

I 29, II 112

Coach-Chariot

I 20

Journey

I 28

Ships, Seafaring

I 30

Palaces, Kings

I

Husks, Shells

II 18

Skin

II?

Bells

I 25

42

l
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Brief

Image~

Dining and Food
(including water,
beverages, and the
filling of containers

I 12, I 19, I 29, II 11, II 49

Fire-Light

I

Natural Growth

II 82

Olothing-Weaving

I

Biblical

I 1, I 19, I 20, I 30, I 49, II 60

Music

I 20, I 29, II 3, II 7, II 18, 11.30,
II 56, II 60, II 76, II 77, II 82,
II 112

Law

I 19, I 42, II 33

Filth

I 4, I 19, II 3, II 33

Ohurch Equipment

I

4,

II 3

Locks, Keys

I

4,

I 49

Oarpentry, Metalwork

I 49, II 18, II 76

Money, Finance

I

Birds

I 19, I 25, I 33, II 30, II 77

Medicine-Illness
Health
Poison

I 19, I 49, II 3, II 30
I 33
I 4, I 33, I 49, II 77

Poetry
Fancy, Wits

II 7, II 30, II 60, II 82
I 29, II 56, II 60

Scents

14, I 12, I 42, II 11, II 18

HUman 'Relations

II

Ooach, Wagon

I 33, I 38, II 3, II 30

Oolors

I 4, I 29, I 33, I 38, II 3,
II 56, II 77, II 112

29, I 33

4,

I 19, II 56, II 62

19

76
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Stars

I 12, I 25, II 33, II 76

Candles

I

12, I 19, II 76

Gems

I

L~,

Animals

I 42, II 30 , II 77

Damps, Fogs
Cold, Frost, Wind

I 28, II 60, II 110
I 29, II 3, II 76

Pictures

I 42, II 11, II 112

Quill, Straw

I 49, II 3, II 60, II 82

Park

I 29, II 11, II 18

Games

II 11, II 18

Nuts

I 49, II 7, II 60

Tinderbox

I

49, II 7

Courtiers, Attendants

I

3,

Stepping-stone

I

20

Soap, Nitre

II

Rack

II 82

St0cks

II 76

Eyes

I

Cabinet
Cupboard
Dresser board

I 25, I 42
II3
II 76, II 82

Door

I

Window

I 12, I 30

Spectacles

I 6

Digging

I 4

Chain

II 77

Winding Sheet

I 19

Apples

I 42, II 7

I 12, I 20, I 25, II fJJ

I

20

33

30

12
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TAYLOR I S BARGAIN WI TH CHRIST
The list below summarizes the figures in the final lines of
the Meditations, in whioh Taylor promises to do his part if Christ
will perform the action requested.

Meditations I 1, I

4,

I 8,

I 12, and I 25 may be said to end on a note of pure appeal.

All the

rest include the bargain-formula, expressed in the following images:
Music

I 3, I 28, I 49, II 3, II 7, II 18,

II 30, II 56, II 60, II 76, II 77,
II 82, II 110, II 112

Fire-Light

II 7, II 11, II 76

Food and Liquids

I 28, I 49, II 56, II 60, II 82

Natural Growth

I 29, I 33, II 11, II 56, II 82

Perfumes

II 11, II 18, II 62

Money

I 6, I 7, I 42

Law

I 38, II 112

Wings

I 20

Love-Life

I 30, I 33, I 38, II 33

APPE1IJDIX B

Meditation Eighty-Tw'o
Second Series
John VI:53: Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of
man, and drink his blood, ye have no life in you.
My tatter' d Fancy; and my Ragged Rymes
Teem leaden Metaphors: which yet might Serve
To hum a little touching terreoe Shines.
But Spirituall Life doth better fare deserve.
This thought on, sets my heart upon the Rack:
I fain would have this Life but han't its knack.
Reason stands for it, moving to persue't,
But Flesh and Blood are Elementall things
That sink me down, dUlling my Spirits fruit.
Life Animall a Spirituall Sparke ne'er Springs.
But if thy Altars Coale Enfire my heart,
With this Blesst Life my Soule will be thy Sparke.
I'm Common matter: Lord thine Altar make mee,
Then Sanctify thine Altar with thy blood:
1'1 offer on't my heart to thee. (Ohl take mee)
And let thy fire Calcine mine Altars Wood
Then let thy Spirits breath, (as Bellows) blow,
That this new kindled Life may flame and glow.
Some Life with Spoon, or Trencher do mentain
Or Suck its food through a Small Quill or Straw:
But make me, Lord, this Life thou givst, Sustain
With thy Sweet Flesh and Blood, by Gospell Law.
Feed it on Zions Pasty Plate-Delights:
Ilde suck it from her Candlesticks Sweet Pipes.
Need makes the Oldw];fe trot: Necessity
Saith, I.must eate this Flesh, and drinke this blood
If not, no Life's in mee that's worth a Fly;
This mortall Life, while here, eats mortall Foode
That sends out influences to mentaine,
A IittJe while, and then holds back the same.
But Soule Sweet Bread is in Gods Backhouse made
On Heavenshigh Dresser Boarde and throughly bakd:
On Zions Gridiron, sapt in'ts dripping trade,
That all do live that on, it do partake,
Its Flesh and Blood even of the Deity;
None that do eat and Drinke it, ever dye

Oh, Lovely One 1 how doth thy Loveliness
Beam through the Chrystall Casements of the Eyes
Of Saints and Angells, sparkling Flakes of Fresh
Heart Ravishing Beauty, filling up their joyes?
And th'Divells too; if Envies Pupills stood
Not peeping there these sparkling Bayes t'exclude?
Thou Rod of Davids Root, Br@lch of his Bough:
My Lord, repare thy Palace, Deck thy Place.
I'm but a Flesh and Blood bag: Oh 1 do thou
Sill, Plate, Ridge, Rib, and Rafter me vlith Grace.
Renew my Soule, and guild it all wi thin:
And hang thy Saving Grace on ery Pin.
My Soule, Lord, make thy Shining Temple, pave
Its Floore all 0 I re with Orient Grace: thus guild
It o're with Heavens gold: Its Cabbins have
Thy Treasuries with Choiyest thoughts up filld.
Pourtray thy Glorious Image round about
Upon thy Temple Walls within and Out.
Garnish thy Hall with Gifts, Lord, from above
With that Rich Coate of Male, thy Righteousness;
Truth, Belt; the Spirit, Sword; the Buckler, Love;
Hope's Helmet; and the Shield of Faith kept fresh.
The Scutchons of thy Honour make my Sign,
As Garland Tuns are badges made of ·Wine.
New mould, new make me thus, me new Create,
Renew in me a spirit right, pure, true?
Lord, make me thy New Creature, then new make
All things to thy New Creature here anew:
New Heart, New thoughts, New Words, New wayes likewise,
New Glory then shall to thyselfe arise.
Meditation Eighteen
Second Series
Hebrews XIII: 10:

We have. an altar •••

A Bran,. a Chaff, a very Early yawn,
An Husk, aShell,a Nothing, nay, yet worse:
A~histle,Bryer.p,rickle,.pricking Thorn,
A Lump of. 1ewdeness,.pouch of Sin, a purse
Of Nqughtiness I am,yea, what not, Lord?
And wilt thou be mine Altar? and my Lord?
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Wane Heart's a Park of Chase of sins: 1une Head
'S a Bowling Alley: sins play Ninehole here.
Phansy's a Green: sin Barly-brem{s in't led.
Judgment's a pingle: Blindeman's Buff's plaid there.
Sin playes at Coursey-Park within my Minde;
My Will's a Walke in which it aires what's blinde.
Sure then I lack Atonement. Lord, me help.
Thy Shittim Wood a 'relaid with wealthy brass
Was an Atoning altar, and sweet smelt:
But if orelaid with pure pure gold it was,
It was an Incense Altar, all'perfum'd
With Odours, Wherein, Lord, thou thus was bloom'd.
Did this ere during Wood, when thus orespread
With these erelasting metalls altarwise,
Type thy Eternall Plank of Godhead, wed
Unto our Mortall Chip, its sacrifice?
Thy Deity mine Altar; Manhood thine.
Mine Offring on't for all men's sins, and mine?
This Golden Altar puts such weight into
The sacrifices offer'd on't, that it
Ore weighs the Weight of all the sins that flow
In thine Elect. This Wedge and beetle split
The knotty Logs of Vengeance too to shivers,
And from their Guilt and shame, them cleare delivers.
This Holy Altar by its Heavenly fire
Refines our Offerings; casts out their dross,
And sanctifies their Gold by its rich 'tire;
And all their steams with Hold Odours boss.
Pillars of Frankincense and rich Perfume
They 'tone Gods nos thrills with, off from this Loom.
Good News, Good Sirs, more good than comes within
The Canopy of Angells; Heavens Hall
Allows no better: this atones for sin.
My Glorious God, whose Grace here thickest falls,
May I my Barly yawn, Bran, Bryer Claw,
Lay on't a Sacrifice? or Chaff or Straw?
Shall I my sin Pouch lay, on thy Gold Bench,
My Offering, Lord, to thee? I've such alone,
But have no better; for my sins do drench
My very best unto their very bone •
.And shall mine offering by thine Altars fire
Refin'd and sanctifi'd,to God aspire?

Amen: evln so be it. I now will climb
The stares up to thine Altar, and onlt lay
Myselfe, and services, even for its shrine.
My sacrifice brought thee, accept I pray.
My Morn and Evning Offerings I'le bring,
And on this GOlden Altar Incense fling.
Lord, let thy Deity mine Altar bee,
And make thy Manhood, onlt my sacrifice
For mine Atonement. Make them both for mee.
My Altar tlsanctify my gifts likewise,
That so myselfe and service enlt may bring
Its worth along wi th them to thee my king.
The thoughts whereof, do make my tunes as fume,
From off this Altar rise to thee MOst High.
And all their steams stufft with thy Altars bloome,
My Sacrifice of Praise in Meloqy.
Let thy bright Angells catch my tune, and sing' t,
That Equalls Davids Michtam which is in It.
Meditation Twenty-Eight
John I: 16: And of his fulness have all we received,
and grace for grace.
When I, Lord, send some Bits of Glory home,
(For Lumps I lack) my Messenger, I finde,
Bewildred, lose his way, being alone.
In my befoggld DarkPhancy, Clouded minde,
Thy Bits of Glory packt in Shreds of Praise
My Messenger doth lose, losing his Wayes.
Lord, Cleare the Coast: and let thy sweet sun shine,
That I may better speed a second time:
Oh.! fill my Pipkin wi th thy Blood red Wine:
Ille drinke thy Health: To pledge thee is no Crime.
Although I but an Earthen Vessell bee,
Convay some of thy Fulness into me.
Let thy ChoiceCaske shed, Lord, into my Cue
A 'Drop of Jtiyce presst from thy Noble Vine.
My Bowl is but anAcorn Cup; I sue
But for a Drop: this will not empty thine.
Although Pme in an Earthen Vessells place,
My Vessell-make a Vessell, Lord, of Grace.

My Earthen Vessell make thy Font also:
And let thy sea my Spring of Grace in't raise.
Spri ng up, oh Well 1 my Oup wi th Grace make flow.
Thy Drops will on my Vessell ting thy Praise.
1'1 sing this Song, when I these Drops Embrace:
My Vessell now's a Vessell of thy Grace.
Meditation Three
Second Series
Romans V:14:
to come.

f!.dar!!7 who is the figure of him that was

Like to the Marigold, I blushing close
My golden blossoms when thy sun goes down:
Moist1ning my leaves with Dewy Sighs, half frose
By the nocturnall COld, that hoares my Crown.
Mine Apples ashes are in apple shells,
And dirty too: strange and bewitching spells!
When, Lord, mine Eye doth spie thy Grace to beame
Thy Mediatoriall glory in the shine,
Out spouted so from Adams tj~ick streame,
And Emblemiz'd in Noahs pollisht shrine:
Thine theirs outshines so far it makes their glory
In brightest Colours, seem a smoaky story.
But when mine Eye fUll of these beams doth cast
Its rayes upon my dusty essence thin,
Impregnate with a Sparke Divine defac1de,
All candi;-e 7d o're with Leprosie of Sin,
S~ch Influences on my Spirits li@1t,
Which them as bitter gall, or Cold ice smite.
My brissled sins hence do so horrid peare,
None but thyselfe, (and thou deck't up must bee
In thy Transcendent glory sparkling cleare)
A Mediator unto God for mee.
So high they rise, Faith Scarce can toss a Sight
Over their head upon thyselfe to light.

".
f

1s t possible such glory, Lord, ere should
Center its Love on me, Sins Dunghill else?
My Case up take? make it its own'? Who would
Wash with his blood my blots out? Crown his shelfe,
Or Dress his golden Cupboard with such ware?
This makes my pale facde hope almost despare.
Yet let my Titimouses Quill suck in
Thy Graces milk Pails some small drop: or Cart
A Bit or Splinter of some ~y, the wing
Of Grace's sun sprindg1d out, into my heart:
To build there Wonders Chappell where thy Praise
Shall be the Psalms sung forth in gracious layes.
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Upon the Sweeping Flood
August 13 and 14

1683
01 that I'd had a tear to' ve quencht that flame
Which did dissolve the Heavens above
Into those liquid drops that came
To drown our carnal love.
Our cheeks were dry and eyes refusde to weep.
Tears bursting out ran down the skies darke cheek.
Were th'Heavens sick? Must wee their Doctors bee
And physick them with pills, our sin?
To make them purge and vomit; see:
And Excrements out fling?
We Ive griev'd them by such Physick that they shed
Their Excrements upon our lofty heads.
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